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Stflindata, Eat- ADA. Ms.
ReSiatet, Est may, 1896.
I: "AND I 3AID IN MY HEART, 'MOS OKNED FOR
4 ALL MEN ARE LIARS" BANK BUILDING
" PADUCAH, KY.. THURSDAY MORNING. APRIL 4, 1907.
Bow Let the Whole Country Join in the Refrain,
"Everybody Lies But Roosevelt." PRESIDENT ROBT. L. REEVES
AND MR. LANGSTAFF
e WHATT ROOSEVELT THINKS
OF HARRIMAN.
By Prescient Roosevelt
Harriman has no conception of
what is lowful and unlawful. He has
et a eyeless nature. He has no moral
eons*. He is a menace to thie coun-
try.
WHAT HARRIMAN THINKS OF
ROOSEVELT.
By Be H. Harriman.
Roosevelt is a firebrand. He is
irresponsible, and his administraoion
of the office of president Ind been
the cause of much trouble exper-
ienced by th bonnets world.
SbOOSEVELT LIST OF "LIARS." , decidedly favorable to Roosevelt.
I This, however, does not cut out the
E. IL fitirrimase Delkezny Storer, ecandleiton means by which he se-
li Parker, G. 0. Shields. John cured his election.
F WaHace, Seesistor J. W. Bailey. "He knew very well that thousands
Harbert W. Brown, Eet-Senator W. upon thousands of dollars had been
11- Chandler. Senator B. It Winton, raised in his behalf to debauch time •
Senator T. C. Platt, Henry W. Whit- voters of the country, and he snowed President Robert L. Reeves of the
retry. this debauchment to go on without First National bank returned last
hindrance. The %thole otory is revolt- evening at 8:30 o'clock from St Louis
No i cident in President Rowe- ing to the American idea of • fair 
where the day before he opened the
veins officia4 career has purred the deal. It is disgusting in ail of its bids or the handsome ten-story
political c;rcles al, Wlashington as details when one threat tbst this brick, iron and stone building to be
• sib tilt noisy with E. it turas/law president of ours has always posed rected at Third and Broadway. Pres-
,. To keys of Vit . Harriman to Sid- a, a civil servike reformer, pure, fair, ident Reeves said be would 
Mone-
tary Wetmore, mesh plink di* inoni. serene and as an angel of light. ,diately call a meeting of the bank
'a.. la which she 
powerful and re- 'The. Harriman letter to Webster directors for a conference, after whichit
esesly mach'-.abused rearoad inairguse is only one if the many that will the contract will be awarded.
told of his tinanciai asairtanco to !be finally be brought to the tight of The bids showed the different firms
republican national commistee, at the day. 'lime arc others and many in , agree to erect the structure for the
allard earnest solicitations of t he the same nature. i fyllowing sums: Southern Construe-
pnesedent, who, like other powers- "Let Yellin Pierpost Morgan tell of tion company, $125.5eia: Contractor
egg newablenen. kit keenly apc,reeetre. his in•evview with the PresCient in George W. Katterjohn. etze,soo; See
sew to: the republican stoic ticket September. Igoe. Ile - could crush ail , den-Beck Construction company,
of Ne 4. York in Igoe, crested a pro- doribts of the presinmes income'. ,$1211.soo; /dutch Construction COM-
WNW sensanon. tem,' if he would only 19exk. Let ,pany, $1303,950; E. A. Stciniger, Sta.).-
Tint nitenmou the provident is cued all the facts Ine made public Ito that 000
a eidurninous denid of ithe allegations the wershipers of 
Theodore etoorse. I All these firms are of St. Louis with
contained is the Harriman communi- welt can know just whlit kind of a exception of Mr. Katerjohn, who is
man the people of this country havemaion, but strange as it may seem. the Paducahan. and whose bid was
ono ono. hap tided to subside. The "So fa: as those cam' psig.i sub-L. Georgc Langstaff. one of the bank
she excitement causal by the Harri. al the White Houw. next .to the lowest by only $4,ceice
knot apparent eft,* to the prteident's scriptions in isto; are concerned, it directors and of the building commit-
letter. in which he branded Harriman tan, and perhaee will, be proved be- tee, was with President Reeves when
ior telling "deliberate slid wilful tin- fore the election next year that the the proposals were opened and re-
truths, ' was to recall that Judge Al- bulk of the more) came fiotn the Owned last night also.
tan B. Rorke,, nenvoereeve nominee very interests that Roosevelt I. imisi- A1 . s Contractor Katterjohn is a Pa-
lm president in sou; Bellamy Storer, fiChaing ducah man the bank may let him have
late embetieador to Austria. and do-
4 
teseguiehed in public affaire have been Mr. Hartisnan's Statement.
• given honorary membership in the '
Amaral% club by President Roosevelt.
The well-known public men eafid
somethingce- otber which did not
plume the petioident's version of what
they essayed to present approximate-
ey correct, mail they were instantly
advertssed lavas the White House
as puswayoes of "vrillful and atrocious
antristbs." wtieb, in the bocahisiurY
oi Picchio,* TTiliman. is more brief-
ly written am s lice me the following letter, which he* a
'Me opueion here is that Mr. does not include in thecorrespond-
ntootieveh is just as likely as Mr. ewe published today. It reached me
ellirriinso to be mistaken as to cer- in ituope:
tabs details of their conferences, and
t hat thspresident weakened his case
by Ow ebb swap in which be accuses
Ifarriinan ' of faisifping. The
pridetses own correspondence with
lar. Huainan reveals his =axiom-
noes for personal in fieWS with the
railroad magnate in TON. and sug-
gesting allet astters odor limn those
relating to politic; wire to . be &-
seeped
At. at.) rate, revelations subsequent
'to the last presitentiai election have
lended to' Sneed& reaped for Judge
Parker's speech of Oct 20, moo in
winch .he delivered this sententious
sentence:
"As I have said before, and I dente
it my duty to say it again, the trusts
are ftsrnisling the money with which
they hope to control the election. 1
am kitty to he obliged to say. . If
it were not true. I would 1110: say it
to gain the presidency or any earthly
reward."
It has been charged by nepetable
newspaptivi, and the charge has,
been refuted, that the great woken;
home interests contributed $50,000 to
the republimin campaign fund in Igoe
ield secretory of state, knew all about
._ the contribution which was made on
ee l'Is single check.
Little by little the witaroe of the
41 republican campaign fund used 50





MESSRS. ALEX KULP AND
HUGH ATKINS OPEN JOB-
BING ROUSE.
•
Contractor George Ingram Has Two






Louisville, April 3.—The Courier-
Journal publishes the following from
a staff correspondent at Warinagton:
'Han not the president denounced
in such vigorous language the state-
ment of Judge Alton B. Parker, the
democratic candidate for president in
'1904, his charge that large cote
ponvtions neat contributed yaw sums
for the election of Roosevelt, the de-
nhd of Roosevelt today to the Harri-
man letter to Me4idney Webster, of
:Ow York, might have some effect
upon the public mind and in a meat-
41e exonerate Mr.' nooseveit. Hied
it trot been for this money he may
4
. not bave been, elected president,
thottgn it can be trutfifttIly Sant that
ttie trend of sentiment in Igoe wait
• •IIIII=NINN,=1
New Non( April 3 —In a statement
given out today by E. H. Hlseriman
a number of letters from Mr. Roose-
velt to Harrenan are quoted in a
manner that leaves the imprestion
to the impartial observer that tbe
kc lies with Teddy rather than
Inddy Ilene:mann fetter in part
iceberg
"Let me present the facts: On
Jane 29. 1 gCM Abe president wrote
" 'Wirer notice. June se, Igoe.
" 'Personal
' 'My Deur Mt Harrimait 7
thank you for your ItUtt. As soon
as you come home I shall mint tit
see yoo The fight with doubtless be
hit then. It hes been a real pleas-
ure to see you this year. Very truly
yOUla,
TH EMIGRE ROOSEVELT.'
in reply to this I wrote him on
my rettou from Europe the letter of
Sept. 2o. the opening sentences of
which he eliminated in. his publica-
tion:
" 'Mew York. Sept. eo, Iwo
'Dear Mt. President—I was very
glad to receive your note of June 29.
last, while I was in, Europe. I am
now getting matters that accumu-
lated during my absence somewhat
okaree up. and if you thinic It de-
'rarebit, will go 'to see you at any
time, either now or later. It seems
to me that the situation could not
he in better shape. Yours sincerely.
E. H. HARRIMAN.
" 'To the President, Washington."
"Then followed a series of invite-
tine from the White House, both
from the president end his se:Cretan-ye
urging me to go to Washington. Outs
October to he president wrote:
" 'In view of the trouble over the
note ticket in New York, I should
much like to have a few words with
you. Do you think you can get dawn
here within a few days and twice
either lunch or dinner with me?"
"In October he wrote:
"'My Dear Mk. Harriman--A ...sug-
gestion has come to me in a 
roundtaboot manner that you •din wish to
come to see me these closing weeks
of the campaign, but that you are
relectont to refuge inasmuch as T
have asked you."
, Was Seeking His Aid.
"eetfteneral in my family prevented
a prompt response to the p-resident's
repeated inritations but finally, aboot
October an, I was able to go to
Washington and see him.
"There is some difference of rec-
ollection as to what transpired at that
interview.
"Fortunately the president himself
the contract, but this is only specula-
tion. because to give it to the South-
ern people the cost will be news less
than if efts Katterjohn take- the
t wori
Eaters Business Again.
Mr Alex Kulp, president of the
Paducah Saddlery company, of Fourth
end Jefferson streets, that failed sev-
eral weeks ago, has entered business
again, he and Mr. Hugh Atkins open-
ing a commission and brokerage
leather goods establishment in the
1
office adjoiaing the Independent
telephone company's exchange on
South Fifth 'street near Broadway.
Mr. Kulp is one of the most thorough
leather men in the country. while
elr. Atkins is a yoong man, but has
been in this lineu of business for sev-
eral years
Two Buildings Finished.
Contractor George Ingram has
about finished the second of the num-
ber of small frame buildings he is
constructing for the new glass plant
on the McKinnie veneer grounds in
Mechanicsburg. His employes are
!working steadily on the others 
and




Mr. Morris Iiirschfieid has resigned
as bartender at Hotel Belvedere and
bought a half. interest in Mr. Ed C.
Eakees saloon on North Fourth
street
in his 'strictly personal' letter to me
of November 30, throws some light
upon what did sake place. He says:
'If you remember When you
were eleven here, both you and I were
both intereeted in certain New York
political developments that I 'hardly,
if at all. touched on governtinerreel
mateet 3.
"Again, in the same letter, he nye:
" 'As a matter of fact, as you will
remember, when you did come down
to see rue, you and I we both an
engaged in the New York political
eitoation that we talked of little
else.'
'The invitation of October to bade
me to the White House to have a
few secede with the president. 'In
view of the trouble over the state
ticket In New York.'
"I had replied on October 12:
" 'I am geeing a very large part of
my time to correcting the trouble
here and intend to do so if any effort
cm my part can accomplish it. I
will take occasion the first of next
week to run down to see you, and,
I think by that time conditions will
he very much imp/owed.'
"Whether I was seeking his aidi
DRUGGIST MAY
BE WAARANTED






ING DEATH OF YOUNG
FRANK MtCAY.
George Wallace, jr., Has His Bicycle
Stolen From Washington Grounds
—Police Burliness.
The probabilities are that some
wort-ales will be taken out against
retail druggists of this city, charging
thern with failing to strictly abide by
the laws regardng the sale of poison,
and making a record of the pur-
chaser's n.ame. A "sooner," who is
an official sent out by the state, is
now in the city and has purchased
poison at many stores in five Cent
queritities in MAIM to t.-ve if 41w
dealers arc abiding by the taw winch
✓equiem the dkuggiet to socertain
for what the purchaser desires the
poison, take the buyer's name, etc.
It is understood this unknown visitor
has purchased from several places
and the (feelers did not take his Mint
or ask what he wanted with the
poison .
Work On Maar, Case.
Chief of Police Collins and others
of the department continue working
to astortain if they can find anything
looking towards solving the mystery
reminding the drowning of Frank Me-
Cay, of pa North Sixth street, whose
body wait found Monday floating in
the Ohio river opposite Metropolis,
aftecise had been missing since Si-
day. March Officer Wane= Wiaso
of Seiropollis was here yesterday and
Mike be saw McCaw up on Brown-
! way after the Dick Fowler landed
here the night the young fellow die-
appeared. All the rumors are being
-run down, hut the mom plausible are
that nfcCay either fell overboard
while no one woo near to give Ate
alarm, or be was knocked overboard
dtantet a fight, arid those interested
kept t quiet It is generally believed
that Officer Wier* is mistaken as to
it being McCay he saw here on the
street and not much crteience is
placed in the theory that the unfore
tioate yoteng fellow was killed -after
gottiug here, and the body pitched in
the river.
Coroner Eaker is waiting to see
what the officers discover before
hondine the inquest
Bicycle Stolen,
Cretorge Wallace, Jr., has reported
to she police that someone Monday
stole his bicycle he left sitting out-
ride the Washington school building
on West Broadway while he was at
his studies.
Drunkenness Charged.
Officers Cross and Jones yesterday
arrested Al Davidson on the charge
of drunkenness, and Inetroinsm Bren-
nan and Shelby locked up Frank
Potts on the same accusation.
Unclean Premises.
Will Hamilton and Nellie Willing-
were arrested yesterday by
Officer Dick Woods on the charge
of letting their surface water closet
get in a filthy condition at their
home, and refusing to clean it when
ordered by the sanitary inspector.
Injured Man Resting Well.
VYlord from Hinkleyilk yesterday
was that Ediward MeElya, was able to
be up but confined to the house where
the night before the burglar hid un-
der' the bed until MeElyia r etired,
flies wriggled out and trnmerciftgly
be the farmer with a club in com-
pelling McElya to give up $1.40 whicb
the thkf got
County Boy Missing.
TIse Memphie police have been
lasked by the family of Arthur Mk-Enya of the Misocon Mill section ofthis county, to look for the young man
I Who went recently to Memphis hutseems to have disoppeareel. He is
wen known in Paducah.
to secure the adherence of the state
of N eV/ York to the Otte ticket, or
he 'was ereeking mine, is proved or
clisprovee by this correspondence,
and I cheerfully sttbmit to ine public
whether the interference clearly sug-
gested by the president is the proper
on: I did not an undersitend it from
the interview and invitation."
II. NUMB= 295.
EVzNING WITH ON HOSPITAL
THE KNIGHTS DIRECTORATE
A DELIGHTFUL PROGRAM TO
BE RENDERED AT KEN-
TUCKY TONIGHT.





Flower Carnival Tomorrow Night
Will Be Very Elaborate and
Handsome Event.
This evening at the Kentucky the-
tatre the Knights of Cleturnbus of
this city entertain their friends and
the public with a charming social en-
tertainment, the main feature of the
hour being an address by Hon. La
Vega Clements of Owensboro, who
will speak on "Knighthood is Still in
flower." He is a versatile attorney
of Owensboro and grand knight of
the Columbian organization there.
Miss Anne Bradshaw will sing a solo
before he speaks, and Mr. Richard
Scott one after he finishes. The pi-
ano will be presided over by Mils Is-
abel Mahon.
Birthday Party.
Miss Henrietta Earnhardt, of South
Sixth street entertained a number of
her friends Tuesday evening from 8
to it o'clock in honor of her four-
teenth birthday. Refreshments were
served during the evening to those
present, who were: Fsula WIfite, Cal-
lie Scott, Ida Dean. Trainer, Nell
Love, Lora Trainer, Opal Brandon,
Madge Grief Elsie Smith, Georgia
Mae Lea, Bessie Span, Elizabeth
Wilson, Mattie Bell Clinard. Jacy
Harper, Ha Eirnitardt, Mary Pearl
Robertson, Robert Guilliam. Ethel
Harper, Henrietta Earnhardt, Weil
lecelfus, Joe Peer, Fred Earhart, Hal
Earnhardt.
Flower Carnival.
Tomorow night will be presented
thc grandest spectacular entertain-
ment ever presented to Paducah, "The
Flower Carnival," given under the
auspices of the D. A. R. The ladies
have exerted themselves at every
point, and under the instruction of
Prof. Mahler of St. Louis, who has
a world wide reputation in his chos-
en profession, comes from a family of
seven teachers, and their academy
has been established for oier sixty
years by his father.
The opening tableau tomorrow
night will show a sight never before
seen, 150 participants being grouped
in a mass at one time, forming a py-
ramid, and many beautiful costumes of
flowers, butterflies and frogs in regu-
lar order, closing the carnival with a
pocession of all at one time and in a
tableau formed in full view of the
audience concluding with the song,
"America," each child waving a large
"old glory." The admission will be
$1.00, 75c, 35c, and 25C at night and
as and 50 cents for the matinee all
over the house. The curtain will rise
at 8p. m. and 2 p. m., and those who
fail to see this beautiful show of in-
tricate steps, figures, marches and
dances will miss the grandest treat of
thew lives.
Handsome Garman.
The german given lass evening at
the Hotel Craig on Fifth and Jeffer-
son, by the Cotillion club, was one
of the handsomest and most delight-
ful dance given by the social or-
ganization this season. Many were
upon the popular dance floor For many
hottrs.
Kalesophic Club.
The Kalesophic club meets tomor-
row morning with Miss Hills of North
Ninth street, at which time current
topics will be presented by Mos
Hughes; James Sheridan Knowles'
"The Hurichback" by Miss Faith
Langstaff, and Richard Brinley Sber-
idan's "School for Scandal," by Miss
Ethel Morrow.
Not the Conset
'The big blaze bet night north of
the city, which some earmers thought
was the comet, was caused by the
MEMBERS WILL SELECT SOME
ONE TO FILL PLACE OF
MR. M'GUIRE.
PROBABLE THAT SHOP
MAN WILL BE NAMED
INABILITY OF I. C. TO HANDLE
FREIGHT EVIDENCES THE
NEED FOR ROADS.
Assistant Chief Engialier Cadle Re-
turned to Clevetand--Eaker and
Totty Confined.
At the next meetng of the board of
directors for the Illinois Central rail-
road hospital on West Broadway the
members of that body will select a
new Member to take the place made
vacant by the death several days ago
of Mr. .Polin L. McGuire, the engi-
neer, who was on the board for many
years. It is not known who will be
chsen, but the probabilitiee are that
some shop man will be chosen, be-
cause the engineers have had the rep-
resentative among their ranks, as
have the conductors, for many years
now, and some seem to think that
it is about time to let the shops be
directly represented by some of the
attaches. Master Mechanic Turnbull
is on the board, and he superintends,
the shops, but many of the present
directors think that some man
should be chosen from the working
force as the employes are the Imes
who maintain the institution, and
should be accorded full recognition.
. &Ir. McGuire served faithfully for
a long term of years as a director.
Room for More Roads,.
Ample evideace that there is room
for several more raik-oads to come to
this city lies in the fact that the Il-
linois Central railroad yards here have
been congested with freight for some
days now, the employes being un-
able to handle it expeditiously on
account of the great rush of business.
hence. it would benefit the city in this
manner, as well as commercially, for
niore roads to come. The passenger
trains are actually delayed on ac-
count of being tumble to get through
the yards for the freight congestion.
Although the yard congestion de-
lays shipment and receipt of freight,
still there is one ounce of gratifica-
tion, which is the fact that the ina-
bility of the road to properly handle
the cars shows that Padtwah is grow-
eneeirapidey and that an immense
amount of liminess is done here
eels.
Assistant Chief Maginot:tr.
Cadle, assistant chief engineer
for the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, !eft yesterday morning for
his home in Cleveland, 0., after
spending several days with the Pa-
ducah engineers conferring with them
on different matters. He is the as-
sistant chief for the engineer., for the
entire country.
Still Laid Up.
Engineer Lee Faker and Fireman
Totty are still laid up at their homes
and it will be a week or two yet be-
fore they can come out to resume
their runs over the Illinois Central
railroad. The ankles of both were
bade •prained, while their bodies
were bruised. Both jumped from
their engine ten days ago when it
came near crashing into the string
of coaches pushed out on the main
line in the Memphis yarEI, 'It (heir
train came plunging along.
STAPVES TO DEATH
WITH $tet IN POCKETS
Aged Man Also Is Reputed to Has.
Millionaire Brother in Boston.
New York. April 3.—Although he
had $197 sewed in the lining of his
clothes, Thomas Barry, 80 years old,
a veell known character in Jersey
city, where 'he made his home in a
couple of squalid rooms. died today.
of starvation, raving timing his lase
hours of a millionaire brother, John
of Boston. Barry was missed by this
neighbors for several days, and they
induced the police to break Mee his
room. The old .man was foetid in
a semi-cooseious condition. Before
burning of Bonmanns Saw Mill at be died Barry said that he had) not
Brooeport, Ill., opposite the cite'. eaten in a week, because he was too
The mill was, a total loss, poor to buy food.
Study of theatrical stets has nrIIthI When a tail man is broke that'S






LAS'i iNGLE OF "RED LIGn f": HILL ifJ:TS
1,13 TRICT'S DLATH KNELL As PRESIDENT
JUDGE WM. REED YESTERDAY FILED AWAY THE NUIS-
ANCE INDICTMENTS AGAINST BAWDY HOUSE KEEPERS,
BUT REVIVES THEM IF ANY OF THE FEMALES TRY TO
OPEN UP AGAIN—WARREN AND TOLLY GIVEN CONTINU-
ANCE OF GREEN GOODS C HARGE — FIVE BILLS RE-
TURNED BY GRAND JURY.
Judge Reed in the eircettit court
yesterday filed away the indictment's
charging the following former bawdy
house Lepers with maintaining nuis-
ances in the nature of disorderly
hones of 11-fame; Annie Cox, Lu-
cile Agnew, Draiiy Allen, Ella Howe,
Hulett Westlake, Ida Eastwood,
leattie Jacobs, Malik Grooms, Mollie
Nici and Franke Dixon, latter col-
ored. All of these women for years
ran bawdy houses on Kentucky
avenue beeween Ninth and Eleventh
streets, in what is knows as the "Red
Log-ht" district. In order to clean
our that section the judge had all
of them fined fast September, Then
indicted them on the charge of twilit-
taining nuisances. He wave them
until December 1 to close up their
establishments, which they have alone
he accomplishing with one stroke of
the pen what other authorities have
permittod to exist for years on the
weak plea that the bawdy houses
could mit be run out. Now the judge
simply files away these nuisance in-
dictments. all of them to be revived
if at any time they do try to start
up *gnu they stand in contempt of
the court and go to jail. Two months
ago it was reported that Daisy Allen
hail reopened and the judge ordered
her !wane the court, but before five
date set for her appearance she
skippe1 the country. If she returns
to the city two charges of contempt
are against her, one for opening
again, if that can be proved, and the
other tor failing to appear before the
judge. The filing away of these in-
dictment soma& the last ring of the
death knell tin pidge gave to that
secticvn
It is understood time grand jury
will Oda term bring in many indict-
ments against bawdy house keepers
in other pants of the city, much evi-
deuce agrainan the latter having been
quietly gathered by the 'Frontier
Committee' during he peat few
lilt ii)
Many Continuances Granted.
Continuances until the newt tern,
of court Wefe given in the followieg
indictments: Ella Howe, charged
with furnishing liquor to minor:
'Frank Stevenson, John Cress, Alfred
'Henley. Sam Henley. George Pool
and James MCNeely, charged with
gambling; 113noiley Jones. charged
with carrying tarmac:Lied weapons;
John R. Thompson. charged with Im-
lay:41111y working the public roads of
1111:. comity and receiving momentary
consideration therefor while he has
a magistrate in charge of the high-
way:.
Bills Filed Away.
There was filed asaaa for future
revival and trial il desired, the in-
dictment. charging the following par-
ties with the offenses mentioned:
Pearoon & Mitchell furnishing liquor
to minor; C. H. Barber, breach of the
peace; Bud Tucker. breath of the
peace: Dick Tecker and Clain An-
eieroote disturbing public. worship;
Annie Cox and May Shoemaker.
maintaining nuisance in *nape of
bawdy house.
Oit the death of Ida Fesatwood be-
in% suggested, there as .is chi:mimed
the indictment accusing her of main-
taining a nuisance in the nature of a
disorderly liciose in the "red light'
district ow. Wria Court street.
Charles Graham was hoed $5o for
furnishing liquor to a minor, while
John. Moore. colored, *II,. given ft*
-same ascenament asa a similar
offen se.
J. J. Flarnhartit was fined $20 liar
gambling.
The jury actin-end Gottlieb Koer-
ner. who was accused of conducting
a nuisance in shape if a disorderly
house where peopk congregated near
Tyler. just beyond afechaniestpurg.
Warren and Tolls- were given con-
tinnances next September of the
indictments chargitat them with
swindling the Robertoon brothers of
Teun., out of about $000 on
on alleged "green goods' ikeil the
brothers claimed NVarnen atult Tony
s. irked on them at die St. Nichtned
-hotel on South Third etreet, ie this
•-ity. The Robentsons claim they
lvere in get $3.00o in passable spur-
'nut money for too° good currency.
anal that the two accused got their
coin but did not deliver the other
goods.
E. h. Harbour was dismissed from
further service on the nem jury and
Samuel M. Ware put in his- place.
Civil Proceedings.
Lawyer Denis Mocquot was se-
lected to represent the absent de-
fendant in the :uit of Cohen against
Russell. The attorney was then al-
lowed $5.
Lawyer A. Y. Clay was designated
as the absent dafendant's legal rep-
resentative in the suits of City of
Paducah vs. Henry Lewin Thomas
vs. Thomas, and Maple vs. Maple.
There were dismissed the following
actions; Effie Green vs. J. B. Green;
Petty vs. Petty; Mergenthaler-Hor-
ton Basket factory against J. C.
Ramplaandall.
More Indictments Returned.
Five more indictments were re-
turned into county yesterday by the
grand jury of the circuit court, and
this being the second report in three
days it evidences the intenton of the
body to get quickly down to business.
Those indicted were Wm. Wickliff,
Arthur Trice, M. A. Kramer, and
Luther Spratt.
Wiclliffr is indicted in two bit,
each of which charge him with ob-
tainng goods by false pretenses. In
one he is 'accused of going to Lieb-
erman & Butler of Fourth and Broad
and securing fifteen dozen eggs by
claitniag be was the oteward of the
towboat I. N. Hook and wao pue-
chaining the eggs for that craft. In
Abe :then indictment he is accused
oi going to Geo:ers Houser brothers
at 919 South Fourth. and securing
fifteen ilozor eggs in the same man-
ner. it deaclalied be was not stew-
sad of the steamer at all. nor did
he. have any connection with the
craft.
Ar.hur Trice accaeed of detain-
ing Nellie Stevens against her will.
The indictment against Kramer
accuses him of stealing a razor from
Prank Andrews, the lafechanicsbnrg
barber, and taking it to Max Jay
Michelson sold it to the latter by
claiming the property belonged to
'him. Michelson gave him fifty cents
for the razor. The bill acetifies
Rearm.- of obtaining money by false
pretenses.
Luther Spratt. colored, is indicted
on the charge of hating counterfeit
Money in his posoession. He en-
tered the Jones Fruit establishment
on South Second street neer Broad-
way and making a use cent purchase.
gave the spurious dollar to the girl
clerk and received nnietyafive cents
change ta good money.
Elena.. Carter was put on the








Power House Burned and Three Fire-
men are Missing.
San Francisco. April 3.—The elec-
tric power house at Twenty-seend
and George streets is burning and
several sections of the city are in
darkneas. Many theaters arc with-
oat lights and business houses net in
the 'same predicament. Gnatd% have
been thrown around the temporary
hall of justice and bail ia being refus-
ed prisoners, the Orme refusing to
allow any person oti enter or leave
the building.
T,,-o firemen are reported missing
and two are seriously injured. Some
reports by telephone say the plant is
entirety destroyed. It was the prop-
erty of the San Franciaco Gas and
Electric Tight teempany.
Augusta Horse Show.
\imago. Ga., April 3.----Golf links
and tennis courts were deserted to-
day while Northern sojourners and
local society flocked to the Country
Club for -the opening of the annual
horse shoe. The show is one of the
largest if not the eargeat affairs of
its kind ever given m tc 'South. The
entries come from al parts af Geor-
gia and netiglthorIng mites awl from
several iaoints in the North and the
West. The exhibition is under the
genera] management af Georgie H.
Wilkins. of the Chicago Horse show
association. Tlet Indaata began ten
alternorai and will cominsie until the
Close of the exiiiliition tomorrow,





nterest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business Intrusted to us.
0 W. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. 89o.
RETIRES AS HEAD OF GREAT
NORTHERN, HIS SON TAK-
GHIS PLACE.
Change in Operating Department and
Announcement That Road is
Very Prosperous.
St. Paul. Minn., April 3.—J. J. Hill
has resigned as president of the Great
Northern railroad and will be pesi-
dent of the board of directors.
E. W. Hal, his son, is now presi-
dent. The following statement was
given from Mr. Rill's office.
"At a meeting of the board of di-
rectors held here this afternoon the
organization was enlarged by the elec
tion of a chairman of the board of
directors. J. J. Hill was elected as
chairman, EL W. Hill was elected
president and Frank H. McGuigan
first vice president. Mr. McGuigan
will have direct charge of the operat-
ing department.
"The other officers of the board re-
mains as at present. The company's
bhsitiess has doubled in the past five
,• or six years, which renders necessary
Ithe increase of the operating staff"
that town that he is either mentally
or physically unfit for matrimony or
he will have to pay a good, big fine
Interesting idea, isn't it? The only
thing lacking in it is that the mayor
ought to get a good practical woman
to come and help him decide wheth-
er a man is or is not tit to be a
husband.
to do so at an early date. rather be married to a 
helplessIt is said that William Allen White I invalid than to A cold-bluod
ng 
rd. set-
the Emporia editor, is formi the
newspapers of Kansas into a syndi-
cate to fight the corporations, and











The actin nof Gen. Granville M.
Dodge in leaving New York and re-
turning to his old home in Iowa has
led to a rumor that be maybe a
candidate to snccetd William It. V-
lison in the United State :senate.
A straw vote taken among the
Republicans of the Maseachusi
legislature on their choice for the
presidential nomivatton resulted as
follows: Roosevelt, 138; Crane. 35;
Taft. mm: Root 7: Fairbanks. Hughes
and Guild. one cash.
Three Democratic eandiebtes for
governor of the new state of Okla-
homa are now in the race: C. N
Haskell. of Muskogee; Lee Cruet., of
Ardmore. and J. A. Kelso, of Enid.
Either Haskell or Cruce are expect-
aed forty-five of age who i's not
married must prove to thc Mayor ofed to secure the nomination lit the
approaching primary
United States Senator Kittredge
of South Dakota is to be a candidate
for re-election next year and he will
be opposed by Governor Coe I.
Crawford, leader of the insurgents.
Gov Crawford has not yet announc-








As Affecting Western Roads, Much
Brighter Than Heretofore.
Chicago. March 3.—Tbe possibility
of a settlement between the weatern
railroads and their conductors, and
trainmen brightened today, when the
leaders of the two organizations of
employes announced that they were
willing. to resume the conferences
which were broken off some days
ago The tirst of the renewed con-
ferences will probably he held to-
morrow.
Chair-man Knapp of the interstate
commerce commission and Chas. P.
Neill, of the United States labor
commission. who have been acting as
mediators, had ntlade arrangement,: to
leave today for Washington. hut when
the announcement was made that the
men were willing to meet the mana-
gers once more they cancelled their
reservations on an afternoon train and
announced their intention of remain-
ing indefinitely.
The committee represeting the in-
terest% of the union were in session
with Messrs. Knapp and Neill during
the early part of the afternoon and
after the adjournment of the meeting
Grand Master Morissey of the train-
men. said:
"We have reopened ow' negotia-
tions for conciliation and will have
another, Meeting tomorrow. We
have received a measeneic fton, the
general managers but I can say noth-
ing regarding it. nature at thfi time."
It s reported that the Manager:
have agreed to grant an increase of
12 per cent., which is the fail aioottat
of the advance demtanded. This,
however, conic' not be confirmed at
the headquarters of the ineriato-ra'
c muit mitt Cc.
STILL AT AMAPALA.
Bombardment of Town Where Bon-
illa is Ceases.
San Salvador, April 3. -President
Bonilla of Ibinduraa, is still at Ama-
pala with a good. number of troops
who are loyal to his government Th:,
i
beimbaohoent of amapala by Ow Ni-
caraguan auntie:it .Montotonabo \Vat,







We have a full line of High Grade Buggies, Carriages anst
Driving Wagons of this celebrated make. Don't fail to call










The Cut) Council of Fort Dodge,
Iowa, has passed a law which says
that any man between twenty-five
fish creature, who considered !TIC as
simply an upper servant, bought by
my paid dressmaker's bilk to give
up my whole /de and whole individ-
=Lit,- to him.
The mun bah° hates children is just
as unfit to be married as the man
%vitt hereditary consumption in hi'-
blood.
The man who loves a good time
with the boys betater than :I quiet
evening with his wife is no more fit
to be married than the woman who
drinks home is the one place on
earth to keep away from. or the freak
who insists on having the word obey
cut out of the marriage eervice
No sensible man would expect his
wife to obey hint in the old-fashion
ed sense of the word, but no woman
of aenae would dream of objecting to
die idea of the new-far Intoned form
of "obedience," which simply means
good-humoreil agreement.
Now, when I said that about the
man who Irwin a good time with the
boys. I didn't mean that there is
anything particularly wrong with
than particular kind id good time
It simply aluws. he is not the
sort of man who will timid domes-
tic life anmoing. and when a man
is bored with domesticity, look
around the corner. not very far front
and you mid final a wile who is very
U11.113.ppy.
A man who likes restaurants and
takes aod late .ouppers and red !au-
tomobiles and fur lined coats and
yellow spats ii. ui more fitted to
marry anti settle down than he is
en go en a farm and make his living
hoeing corn.
You've cut out a large and entlin-
siaatic piece of work for yourself.
Manor Charles .Benneet, of Fort
Dodge. f wonder how you'll feel
about it in something like a year
from now, when you've really thed
to carry out that funny ordinance
you have helped to pass?
Can it be tithe aeon are a married
man yourself and you want to tine
everybody for the privilege of stay-
ing entitle? The dog in the manger
was a vtvy human sort of brute, but.
after, all we hardly look upon him
as an example of unathish patriot-
ism, do we?
North Dakota Tenaaars.
Grand Forks, !a 1),
busmnc':..t•CtiGIT is (is': .:41C•I 1%11 II
aso.o a oniblerna • real I' the
Kniglos 'Templer of North laza:eta,
%shrew tagliteerth aeleal ceoeleve
openee t t ty r
auspieaa Visit/es. creal 1.1,01-%
11.M of the staa- are attending the






good health and this com-
bated with modern sanitary
fixtures help* to keep the doctor
°Iyc'UT house. °Pandang Forcr...:
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms. are sanitary a•
have • beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room inn•
provemenn, let us show you tamp‘es
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt servke and atter:trice no
matter how small or bow large rocs )ab
cass
E ANC%
lei Phew sin 131 0, •
 Ara__ 
COUNT INSURANU
Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co. .
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
•
•





Springtime is wall paper time. The season is here, Repaper-
ing go with house-cleaning, and the how for both is at hand.
It you have had this kind of work done before you know
from past experience that delay until the middle of the season
too often means disappointment. So, if you have not
placed your order with us, do so now, and avoid theatt.
We are prepared to execute your order, regardless of its size,
and will do the work promptly and correctly. We have an
efficient corps of men who understand artistic decorating. See
our stock of paper. Beautiful in designs and in great variety.
How do these price.; strike you?
8 cent Wall Paper at per roll 
so cent Wall Paper, at per roll 


























These are Itt) GU 4 COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others
fail, and h...d.W'S S rOMACrl TABLETS, the cure for huh-
gestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's PUTS Food & Drug ACt
SOLD IN
Makes Two Special Remedies
WHICH ALL DISPENSED UPON ABSOL'UTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
F...., LANG BROTHERS
solle11111Miss
ANDERSON NOW ON TRIAL ICHANUE HUM
FOR KILLING JOHN MIX AT UNARY
HON. JOHN K. HENDRICK FOR THE DEFENSE AND THA COM-
MONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY FOR THE PROSECUTION. WILL
DELIVER CLOSING ARGUM ENTS TODAY—SOME OF THE
it JURORS WANTED TO SEND AL WTNVREY TO PENITICN-
TIARY FOR TWENTY-ONE YEARS, WHILE ONLY THREE
WERE FOR ACQUITTAL ON FIRST BALLOT.
•••••
Hon. John K. Hen/rick will this
,„4 morning deliver bet *re the ^ircoit
court jury the closin4 Argum.:nt in
behalf of Cicero Arvierson, who is
charged with killing John Mix in the
rear yard of Charles Graham'e
saloon at Ninth and Kenny:icy ave-
nue, while the closing address for the
prosecution. will be made by Com-
leonwealth's Attorney Jolla Lovett
ibe case then goes go the jury fee a
decision. It was taken up yesterday.
Ike evidence heard and arguments
uttered into. Before adjourning time
in the afternoon speeches were con-
cluded by County Attorney Allies%
ibaridey for the prosecuticn and Hon.
JAW G. Miller for the dfendant.
The evidence yesterday showed
that young Anderson, wh ) is only
( Sears of age. was in thtg bawdy
beast of Sue Eggkstort. at Tenth
Kentucky avenue, .111C night last
y in company with Farley Me-
d, Coots Eggleston ann several
other lads of tender yea-s. John Min.
Ed Scott and others of that crowd
case in Mix grabbed McChord's
bottle of whisky from his (Me:-
Chord's) pocket and they quarreled
about it, but took a parting drink.
Anderson and his crowd went on out,
visited Blacknell'e saloon and other
places, then *tut into Charley fira-
ham's (facv house at N'tith and Ken-
tucky. .lnderson and McChord went
into the back yard and while there
Mix came out. Anderson te.stitied
that Mix knocked Mt Chord down
and that he (Anderson) told Moe to
0 get off AlcChord. The actused con-
tends that at this Mix rocor up and
add he would get Anderson too, and
started towards the latter Anderson
claims to have seen something shiny
(in Mix.  hand and presuming it was
• 1 pistol or knife, quickly pelled his
revolver aini tired the bullet that
'track Mix in th is mtdi, causirg
his death two days tiicre.ifte- at the
Riverside hospital. immediately after
the shooting Andeebon an out of the
yard. not waiting to sec if he had
struck Mix. And•rson and Coots
Eggleiston were fluted together hid-
ing near the Riglestoreer rill on
South Third eet early the f."llcw-
ing mooting. The *booties, occurred
abont ti o'clock Mint No pis-
tol or knife aver found )n Mx, nho
was the son of Engineer Harry Mix,
While Anderson is the on of tee hate
Dubuc> Andersor. of South Thitd
near Norton st•eet.
The jury spent lis nieht in their
(room at Hotel Crtig. hong kept to-
gether by 1Depetv Sheriff Clark Fcrt-
son until they get through with the
• Arolerson case.
Winfrey Acquitted.
Yesterday moning the jury has,vg
the Al Winfrey Killing Cate in charge
went to its room on the second Pot:
04 the court house and rein-tailed there













Nityr Gazettes: of tho World
with more than SAO titles, based on I he
beet mums returnoi
Now Biographical Dictionary
seeletntnir tbe names of over Kee noted
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filed down into tne court room ard
announced to he judge they had
found a verdict It as read and
showed that Winirey was wing in
self-defense.
There was not a happier pair in
the world than 1Vinioy and his bole
sister, Ruby Wiutrey. when the ver-
dict was announzed. They rook each
other into their arms and with tears
streaming done their laces, embraced
each other long :aid tenderly. It as
a very pathetic scene, and beth then
heartily thanked etch juror for the
decision.
Winfrey was 'Hewed to depart, and
as he got out of he court house d or
be let loose a Comanehe Inteen yell
that was caught uy the fifty inmates
of the county jail. They knew :t
meant acquittal anl the pose:lees
yelled, screamed and pandemonium
reigned supreme Ot tee lad (sr many
minutes, Winfrey having made irietels
of everybody cat:tritest there !in:e Ins
incarceration and his fellow prisoners
evidenced in this manner their pleas-
ure at his acquittal.
Winfrey had a very narrow escape
as it develops that alter the jury was
(Mtn the ease Tuesday afternoon
three only were for acquittal on the
first ballot and nine for conviction.
In the subsequent ballots thc three
acquittal men hckl nut, while the
other nine were for different terms
of imprisonment, two jurors wanting
to send him up for twenty-one years.
two favoring ten years and the others
were scattered. A number of balkes
were taken during the night and yes-
terday morning after the jury went
to its room at the court house many
were yet in favor of sending him up
for diffeernt terms, hut finally an ac-
ijuittel siVas agreed on
NO MORE BOOZE
IN PROHIB. TERRITORY.
Little Rock. Ark, April j.—Act-
jug Gov. John Ike Moore today
signed the bill introduced by Senator
John P. Lee. prohibiting the solicit-
ing or taking of orders for intoxcat-
ing liquors in prohibition territory.
It is consdered the most drastic
temperance measure ever passed in
Arkansas and took effect at 6 o'cloock
this evening. The salient feature' oi
the bill follow:
It shall be unlawful for any liquor
dealer, firm or corporation, engaged
in the sale of intoxicating liquors in
this state, to in any manner through
agents, circulars, posters or new:-
paper advertisements, sobeit ceders
for such sales of intoxicating liquors
in any terr'tory in this state, wherein
it would be unlawful to grant a li-
cense to make such sales. Provided
that the term "iiewspaper advertis
ments" as used in this sec ion does
not refer to liquor advertisements in
papers published within licensed ter-
ritory; unless said papers are sent
into prohibition territory by the sa-
loon keepers or their agent:, for ed-
vertiSing purposes.
The presence of any such liquor
deafer. firm or corporation, th:ough
agents or otherwise in such prohibi-
tion territory, soliciting or receiving
orders from any person therein. shall
constitute a violatiion of this aet. and
on conviction thereof, they shell be
fined not less than Saw nor more
than $5oo foe etich such offense. Pro-
vided. that- the term "agent" ender,
this section shall mean any person
who receives an order from aeother
for intoxicating liquors in prohibi-
tion territory, and transmits the same
in person, by letter, telegraph or tele-
phone, or in any other manner, to
some dealer in intoxicatine liquors
who accepts nod fillc the same.
Louisiana Fruit Growers.
Lake Charles, La.. April 3.—There
Wa.i a large and representative at-
tendance at the opening 'here today
of the annual meeting of the Louis-
iana Ilorticultural Society. Presi-
dent C. W. E'ichling, of New Or-
leans. delivered his annual address
and papers were presented by C. D.,
Otis, of Lake Charles, Prof. D. N.
Barrow of the U. S. agricultural de-
partment, Prof. William Newell, of
Baton Rouge, and .others. Other
paperts and addresses dealing with
various subjects relating to the or-
chard and garden will be presented
Thursday_ and Vriday.
HEREAFTER THE LIBRARY IS
TO BE OPEN FROM 8 A. M.
TO NOON SUNDAYS.
During the Warm Summer Period It
is Likely it Will Be Closed Al-
together on Sabbath.
President E. W. Bagby of the Car-
negie library board has changed the
hours for the public institution to be
kept open on the Sabbath. Hereto-
fore the building has been open for
the readers from a until 5 o'clock in
the afternoon upon the Lord's day,
but the president has permitted the
librarian to change this, so that the
library will be open from 8 o'clock in
the morning until noon.
Experieoce has shown the trustees
that net many people come to the
buildiug during Sunday afternoon,
hence this change in order to see if
these new hours will prove more ap-
propriate and serviceable for the peo-
ple. If so they will be continued
in force, but if the trustees deem it
advisable the old hours, or any other
they see fit will be assumed.
During the summer period nobody
at all goes to the institution on the
Sabbeth, and the probabilities are it
will be closed altogether on Sundays
during the heated term. The libra-
riesi and assistants have to remain at
their duties many hours longer than
persons engaged in other callings,
therefore to compel them to remain
at the building on the Sabbath with-
out it is abeoltstely necessary, is re-
garded by the patrons as an imposi-
tion.
-rifin IS MY 44TH BIRTHDAY"
—J. Frank Hanley.
J. Frank Hanky, governor of In-
diana, was born in St. Joseph, Ill.,
April 4, 1863. After receiving such
education as the schools of his native
county afforded at. the time. Mr.
Hanley removed to the neighboring
state of Indians', and for nine years
he was a school teacher in Warren
county. In '889 he was admitted ti
the bar and began the practice of Ins
profession sat the town of Williams-
port His debut as a politician came
in 189o. when he was elected by.the
Republicans to the state senate. Four
years later he was sent to congress.
and in 11399 lie was an unsuccessful
candidate for the United States sen-
ate. In t896 Mr. hanky removed
to Lafayette, where he continued to
reside until elected Governor in 1904
elicit lie 'removed to the state capi-
tal. Governor Hanky is prothinent
in church circles and a stanch ad-
vocate of the enforcement of the
laws in regard to the liquor traffic.
By his rigid enforcement of the
laws he was instrumental in driving
the race track gamblore from the
state. and .also dosed up the noted
casinos at West Cadet, and French
Lick Springs.
ATTELL ANb ROBSON
Meet in Philadelphia to Decide the
Featherweight Title.
Philadelphia. April 3 --The arena
of the National Athletic club is to
be the scene of an international
champiqnship fight tonight, and as a
consequence the fight followers here
are on the tiptoe of expectation. Abe
Atik11. :featherweight cliampfon of
America, is to defend his title
against Spike Robson, the feather-
weight Champion of Englaitl. Attell,
whose record during the past few
years i.e an almost unbroken string
of victories, is naturally the favor-
ite. Robson is something of an un-
known quantity on this side, but
those who have seen hint in action
speak highly of his work.
The fight is limited to six rounds
with no decision. If both fighters
arc nn their feet and in fair condi-
tion at the end of the go the result
:naturally will be unsatisfactory so
far as deciding the international
championship. Both of the little
fighters have been training faithful-
ly since the articles we signed and
the word given out at their respect-
ive training quarters is to the effect
that each is in the pink of condition.
At noon today, acccrding to the ar-
ticles of agineement, they weighed in
at 124 pounds. The club expects a
Itage crowd on hand to see the mill,
including delegations from New York
and other out-of-town points.




PHIL SKINNER, COLORED, IS
HELD OVER TO GRAND
JURY.
Edward Givens Fined $50 For Whip-
ping Woman—John Miller is
Fined for Carrying Gun.
Phil Skinner, colored, was before
the city police court yesterday morn-
ing, and held to answer to the grand
jury on the charge of petty larceny,
his bond being fixed at Poo. He is
charged with stealing a pair of trous-
ers from Member Otto Hamilton, of
the Central Inc department on North
Fourth street. He took them fom a
clothes line in the rear yard of the
Hamilton home.
Ezra Bonds and Sam Thomas were
each fined $-zo and costs on the
charge of being drunk and disorderly.
A fine of $5o and csts was given Ed-
ward Givens for a breach of the
peace. He whipped his woman un-
mercifully, bruising her up badly.
John Miller, colored, was caught
with a revolver concealed on his per-
son and was fined $y) and sent to
jail for ten days.
A CHINESE BANNER
Is Highly Prised by Methodist S. S.
and Epworth League.
A banner about 3 1 - 2 feet long and
a 1-2 feet wide, hangs on the right
side of the altar in the Methodist
Sunday school r00171 of this city, says
the Hopkin-sville Kentuck'ran. The
banner is made of yellow silk with
blue border and is ornamented with
pink and white tassels which are pen-
dant from the rod. On the ground
of the banner are three columns of
Chinese characters running from top
to bottom. The interpretation of
the column on the eight is "A. D.,
1902.'• which is the dute of the or-
ganization of the Chinese Epworth
league. The column of characters in
the center reads:
"All for Jesus." The interpretation
of the column on the right is "Sung-
kong, McLean Memorial" etc. The
banner is highly prized by Dr. Lyon,
the pastor, the Sunday School and
the Epworth league. The banner
has somewhat of a history and will re
main in the Sunday school room as
long ae it will last and hold its col-
Ors. The gentleman who sent it here
is a friend of Dr. Lyon, and if we
member correctly was here not
long since. The local Sunday school
took up a collection for the Sung-
kong Etoiltrth league which amount-
ed to $50. A short time since the lo-
cal league took up a collection and
sent another $90 for the maintenance
of the Sungkong society. The ban-
ner was made by the Chinese society
especiallk for the Hoploosville socie-
ty and the two keep in communica-
tion most of the time.
DEPEW AND BLISS.
Refuse to Go Into Consideration of
the Hariman Letter.
New York, April 3.—Senator De
pew, when asked about the Harriman
letter, said:
"I know nothing about it except
the part which refers to me AA a pos-
sible ambassador to France. It is
true that a friend told me I might be
appointed to that place. but I told
him I did not care at all for the am-
bassadorship. That is all that I cart
say about the Horriman letter."
Cornelius N. Bliss math- this reply
to questions:
"I have not seen the Harriman let-
ter, I don't want to see it, and if I
did I would say .nothing about it."
tiso,000 SOLDIERS CRUSH
SPIRIT FROM ROUMANIANS
Situation Quieting Down; Peasants
Continue to Burn and KM.
'Bucharest, Rotrumia, April 3.—The
government is gradually getting the
upper /.rind of the peasants' uprising
and the situation is quieting down
some What . Today 140,000 soldiers
are tinder arms to prevent further
'trouble, a check 'has ben put upon the
brutality of the soldiers. Many
refugee,. have returned home. The
danger is not over, 'however. Estates
are still being burned and the land-
lord k;Heri and beaten by the thoust-
ands of peasants who are marching
through the country One report
states that four villages in inc dis-
trict Qi Nlehcel:iatzi iVerz deetroyed by
Mattil9 Efingera6- Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.




OFFICE 306 B'WY PHCJNE 385
1111Me.
FOR SALEI
A brand new home, just completed, frees porch with large col-
umn, beck porch Wu:kW in. Reception Hsi, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room. Kitchen Two Coasts an Bed Room. One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water Located on
lot soxifio feet
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATh & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.



















W. F. bratiabsw, J. A.FIlmer, Level% Kolb7g.
A. Potter, C. F. Rieke, Masan Dorsett, G. C.
Tboispeos, Freakiest.; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pr.;
FA. L. Addis, Cadger.
e... 
OROUND 1106 PLOW
HAS COME TO STAYS
WHY? It's up-to-date construction a nd the scientific
it is built, gives it STRENGTH, DURABILITY
OF DRAFT, which when once tried gains for it




Bonds */ Po well
Corner Second and Washington Streets
----
artiler3, fir!, with conii'dc•a!tle loss
sinid. were kilied or wounded. The 
Vernon Blythe 'X Dof life. Hundieds- of peasant,, it ia i c •
report .is probably exr,werated.
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Buterea at the postoffiee of Naha. I thorizea improvements and their
cab. Ky., as second-class mail matter. ,• compensation, and this "shall have
been authorized by ordinance."
 a.so Section 3124 provides that the
hoard• of public works "shall have
charge, control and supervision of the
city's electric light works."
Section 3121 provides that the hoard
of public woorks at the beginning of
 es each fiscal year shall 
submit "a state--
et anent of the estimated amoun ret
nuired by the 'department for repairs
and improvements during the ensu-
ing year." And tilat the general
Thursday Morning April 4, ism_ council "shall set apart such amount
 as may be deemed necessary for the
Esc:- since the board of public
works ha. been established in l'adu
eals, that body seems to be a thorn in
the side of some one member or
members of the general council who
are net broad enough to comprehend
the tact that as a city increases in
size and advances to a higher class
that necessarily the form of govern-
ment changes to meet conditions, and
the creation of additional offices and
boards naturally follow where ex-
eerience indicates the necessity. The
legislature in fratning a charter for
second-class cities deemed it wife to
provide tor a superintendent, or
board of public works, the duties of
which in some respects are, in third-
selas cities. discharged by commit tees
from the common council There is
where the rub comes to stipersenbi-
• five or self-important members of
that body. some of whom are throws
into a frenzy of rage every time one
mentions a board of public work, in
their hearing. and theu follows a silly
tirade which is quite amusing. In,
the first place the average board of
public works is composed of men
just as smart, just a' honest and just
a. good business men as the average
councilman., and, therefore, just as
capable of attending to their duties
as any other official, and the mere
fact that a man happens to be elected
to a seat in the general council does
not give him one particle more of
brains than that with which nature
has endowed him. Members of the
general council and of the board of
public. works will come and go and
the city will move on jest the same.
even went so far as to quote the
.charter on a portion of the ditties Of
-the board of public works. the portion
ainpted readviit.
, But said-.board shall not under-
take any saesprovements • UT .emploY-
ments, or perform any work, ier•make
any appointratoits or employinties.
until said work and iniproveme'nts
shall have beim authorised by ordi-
nance and until the number and corn- ,
censation of appointees and emploYes 'cominittei and the contract let, the
shall have been fixed by ordinance board will then have the assurance
arul the city shall not be had to ally that Councilman Williamson will not
liability incurred by said superintend- oppose allowing the . bill. In the
tnt in violation of this provision."
meantime the board of public works
Contnuang the article reads:. %yin be given the, privilege of visiting
. "We were not consadted in the let-
 veto
Statesmanship in Paduc-alt. 
purposes of said board."
Section 3121 has been fully cotri-
plied with by the board of public
works and the general council and
the board will doubtless continue to
spend the money at its disposal for
labor, repairs and improvements
without consulting Councilman Wil-
liamson or any other member of the
general council. The board asked
for the money for those purposes,
the general council appropriated the
money for those purposes and the
taxpayers of Paducah expect to pay
into the public treasury the money
for those purposes. And although
the writer is a member of the board
of public works, we feel that we will
be pardoned for frankly saying that
the board expects to continue the
even tenor of its way without asking
any advice from any and all ,elf-con-
stinted guardjans. When 'matters
arise of sufficient dignity or import-
ance to consult the general council,
tha board will no doubt take pleas-
ure in doing so; and while a $35 bill
for repairs may seem to be of .ast
importance to some of the members
of that honorable body, wc do not
believe that the board of public
works shares in such opinion
According to Councilman William-
cons position, should it become neces
Nary to spend two or three dollars in
lounding an ask bin at the eleceric
plant the board should la ythe mat-
ter before the Public Improvement
committee, and then after that august
body had made an investigation and
in its wisdom decided that the im-
provement was necessary, the next
stet, would be to take the matter be-
At a mei*, of the board of 
pub._ for the general council and that body
lie woorks is the latter part of 'March 
then refer it to the ordnance corn-
the enprointendem of the city light 
inittee to bring in an ordinance au
plant informed the board that the roof 
thorizing the improvement That's
and smokestack of the power house 
the way the section quoted by the
needed painting. 'Bids were inted. 
Sun reads. After the ordinance is
and last wek the board let the work
to the lowest balder for the SUM of
$.35. At the meeting of the council,
Monday night a member of the Pub-
lic improvement committee wanted
• - paper The city clerk will then-to know by what authority the board
of psis& works 'let the contract, and 
notify the board of public works
that his eonitnittee had not been con-
sulted. The city solicitor quietly in-
formed the councilman that the board
of publir works had the power to 
would then suppose that the board of
snake such .repairs. • The incident was 
public works could proceed with the
so ridiculous that little or no atention
. improvement. but no. if it did .so
was paid to the matter, hut it seems 
there would still be a snag in the
that the couacilman who felt that he I 
way the Public Improvement corn -
w s "ignored" in such an important(?) •
mittee In order to keep peace in the
matter. refused to be .convinced, and 
family as well as to follow the law
in yesterday% Sun is article to the 
as interpreted by 'some, the Public
effect that the board of public svorks I
, Improvement committee should be
-had ketedi without authority. and •! 
consulted— Councilman Williamson
says so in his interview in the Sun.
Therefore. the Public Improvement
committee would be invited to meet
with the board and then bids called
for, and on the day the bids arc
opened the Public Improvement com-
mittee would again be called into
consultation as to which is the lowest
bid. Having at last obtained the ap-
proVal of the Public Improvement
passed the mayor must either
or approve it If hc should veto it
then the general council must pass it
over his veto, or if approved then it
must be published in the official news-
that the ordinance has been passed
antlio-iring it to improve the light
plant by erecting an ash bin. One







to the board of public works, we strg-
PUBLISHED BY THE gest that he first post himself before
Register Newspaper Company,
placing himself in an attitude where. .
(Incorporated.)
It is quite apparent that he is lack-
ing in knowledge on the subject.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. The section of the charter quotedLAEa E. WILHELM, president by the Sun in its interview with
Ok WILHELM, Treasurer Councilm-an Williamson makes ita









Anyone falling to receive this per
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
Phone Cookberiand sae
taw of these repair contracts, .and the 
Plant and seeing the ash bin
what is the use of a public improve- bolt. .
ment committee in the, council" i Heretofore many silly "breaks- by
Councilman Williamson asked. "The (ounaihneys have been ignored, but
law reads plainly that the board of 
_
public works shall simply carry out 
when they .attnipt to give th public
the law and -fai) to give it all, wethe work authorized by the general 
cotincil!: . i think it proper to help them .out by
"rotincilman Williamson will op- ' affording them the opportunity of
pairs.- • 
seeing the spectacle in its tree light,
pose the hill for lighting plant Te-
• and as the ,,iime limy to give out
As Councilman Williamson I, la' readers an an :ilea of statesmanship
been io.the council fifteen wonths •in Paducah. _ . _ alt. • .1.0 ...• ....1
Can Roosevelt Explain?
(St. Louis Republic.)
Mr. E. H. Harriman's statement,
in the letter to Sidney Webster, that
the president sent for and personally
I
solicited him to raise $200,000 for the
republican campaign in New York in
1904 is so startling that one reads it
almost as if in a dream.
I If Mr. Harriman is not mistaken,the president is convicted of hypoc-
risy such as few have heretofore
deemed him capable of. That the
president while threatening war upon
railroad monopolies should have ac-
cepted 'aid for his own re-election
from one of the greatest of railroad
thonopolists is a revelation that no
one could believe if it came from
any source than Ms. Harriman him-
self.
It is evident that Mt Harriman on
the eve of the election of igics4 (lid
not believe i nthe sincerity of Mr.
Roosevelt's propaganda of railroad
regulation. If he felt that there was
danger of a crusade of that kind his
subscription of $5o,000 so the fund
which the president wanted and his
successful efforts to raise the remain-
ing $150,000 could have had no other
purpose than to purchase immunity.
And he must have -understood that a
promise of immunity was implied in
the president's request for aid.
Mr. Harriman's letter contrasts
strangely with the president's indig-
nant denial on Niavetuber 4, t9os, of
Judge Alton B. Parker's charge of a
few days earlier that "the trusts are
furnishing the money with which they
hope to control the electiou.-
Judge Parker, then the demoocratic
candidate for the presidency, did not
know that the trusts were supplying
this money at the personal solicita-
tion of his opponent or his party
managers. It is probable that the
president's indignant denial of the
charge led by Judge Parker, as it led
the country at large, to behest that
the president was ignorant oi the
transactions of Cortelyou and Buis,
with the trust magnates.
"Slanderous accusations," -mon-
strous acemations," "unqualifiedly and
atrociously false.- were among the
words employed by President Roose-
velt in repelling Judge Parker's
chai:ges The c)nuntry believed hint
The positiveness of the denial, the
force of the denunciation hurled
back at his "slanderer" convinced mil-
lions of American voters that the
president had been made the victim of
a malicious attack._
And comes Mr. Harriman and eaises
the question of veracity in cold type.
Even the enemies of Theodore Roose-
velt should hope that he may be able
to put another face upon the matter
than that which/appears in Mr, liar-
-eimanOi narrative
A WORD TO ANTI-SALOON
LEAGUERS.
My clear fellow workers:—A few
weeks ago the Kentucky Distiller's
association appointed a commission
of five to consider the advisability of
calling a national convention to
frame a ticenat law to be presented
.to the state legislatures in plaice gig
the "oadical and impraccticable (4
iegistation.. now beans targed, add
often successfully, by the Anti-Sa-
loon league.
• The Wine and Sprit Circular, of
New York, prints the fotlowing sog-
geautive and striking paragraphs: 7
"With more than onic-half of the
geographical limits of this great
country under laws prohibiting the
sale of alcoholic beverages; with
Tennessee passing through her lege
istature u bill that almost amounts to
state prohibition; with the West-
Virginia legislature passing a .meae-
ore to submit the prohibition of the
of money or braine—What, ..may
we is the wine and
spirits to a vote of the people: with
Texao providing that express com-
panies transporting wines and spirits
shall tiAde out a $5.000 license; with
the Illinois legisloture considering a
county unlit local-option measure and
Indiana a $1,ono license for the few
saloons that the remonstrance law
will leave in that state; with Ken-
tucky almost a dry state facing prob-
ably a legielative session that will
submit a prohibitory amendknent ;
and with aie organization opposing
us alai sworn to our destruction that
seems to lack nothing in the way
of money or brains, the wine and
spirit trade doing to arrest the cur-
rem of events or to aker in any way
the ratlicai conclusions which are be-
ing forced upon the people in every
state. county, and precinct?
'If there is one thing that seem&
settled beyond question it us that the
retail lotuor trade of the' comers
muse. either mend ita ways mat( riaJ
ly or be prohibited in all places as-c•
the business or tenderloin pvecincts
of our larger cities.
°If the Anti-Sahion League can
inaintain its present organization it
looks us if it will certainly destroy.
the legalized saloon in all of the
Southern states, excepting perhaps
in Missouri, and it ir certainty mak-
ing strong headway in Indiana, Ohio,
finois, VS% SCI TIMM, Minnesota ased
other Western and Norelicen states."
I' ar from sneering at the Anti-Sa-
loon League, The Wine And Sprit
Circular pays it its respects thus,
"The Ann-Saloon League_ • • • i•
not a mob of Ione-bra:red fanatics, as
some of the writers and speakers
conneetel with our business have de-
clared, but it is a strongly centralized
organization, officered by men of un-
usual :batty, tinanciered by capitali-
nos with very tong purses, subscribed
_ to by hundreds of timoiateds of men.Denouncing corporation cuntribts
lions to political parties and at the women. and .children who are an.
same time prifiting by them place, bested by thew various charebes, ad-
the president in the attitude of being vased by well-paid attoreeys of great
insincere with the people, which is ability, and it is working with defin-
ite Atka, to guide it in every 'state, inone of the gravest offens,es and the
most unpardonable that a man in his
every Y precinct.
county, every city. and in
"If the Antisaloon Licao-ue is de--
tea -1 at any point it ':mmediatety
prepares for another attsck along
o o new, fines, and when it succeeds, it
iantonvi e o ce' work for a moire !ell-s ctury
e o "Precinct local option, with the
Antisakom League, is but the fore•
runner of county local option. and
this again is merely intzrakd as
stepping-stone to state prohibition.
There is no question 'that this or-
oanization has well-prepare,' pions
for controlling tar legislative branch
of the government at Washington,
and af passing a nitional prohibitory
la, tome time in the future, but
before undertakes so goo.ntic an
eleoptoe ii v-ols ng to cripple the
trace in every ; cisfo,oe way. esue__ I Some fruit raisers differ, however.
while we skep—it is succeeding in , and have hope that the crop is notthe most substantial manner." entirely ruined.
Now, we know the liquor men are Wheat, wherever it had jointed.not asleep. as they would have you will also probably soffer consider-
ably, although that which had not
reached this stage will doubtless es-
cape with only slight injury clover
will suffer some and probably more
than some think now —Mayfield \les-
senger.
Station C 21r1 commit
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• THIS DAY IN HISTORY. 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
APRIL 4.
1313— honer de Leon called the'
country he had chacosered
"Florida."
tem—Henry 'Hudson sailed from
, Holland on his exploring cape-
. dition to America_
i7—John Nicholas Brown, bene-
factor of Brown university.
born. Died Oct. 17, tap
!Moo—First United States bankrupt
law paesed. repealed Dec u.
t8o3.
1817—Death of Andrea Massena. the
Duke of Rivoli. marshal of
France.
1840—Emile Zola. French novi list,
born. Died Sept as), 1902
184 —Willlam Henry Harrison. the
ninth president of thf U S.,
died. Born Febe 9, .1773.
t858—Sir Hugh Rose defeated the
Indian rebels and took Jhansi.
I865—University of Alabama, at
T.uscaloosa burned by Gen.
Croxton.
1883--T5eter Cooper. philanthropist,
died. • Born Feb 21, 1791.
7—First C-olonal Conference met
in London.
IRISHMEN PLAN BIG
RALLY IN ST. LOUIS.
St. Louis April 3.—A demonstra-
tion, at which well known St. Louis-
ans will be asked to express their
Opinions of the justness of the claims
of Irishmen to rule their own landieis
being planned to be held under the
auspices of Irish societies of St. 'Louis.
The national treasurer of the Un-
ited Irish league of America, local
Irishmen have been informed, has
forwarded $4o,000 to be -used in the
cause of Irish home rule. The league
members in America have subscribed
a total of $tto,000 for the cause. •
Thomas M. Kettle, M. P., and
Richard Razleton, M. P.. left New
York last Sunda), for Ireland. They
were joined by Joseph Devlin and
Joseph T. Donova, also members of
parliament. who had returned from
Australia where they had ad. voeatted
•the Irish cause. . • -
utHLNU ihIP
IN AUTOMOBILE
STRUCK A MUDDY STRETCH
OF COUNTRY THAT ENDED
JOURNEY.
Machine Was Placed on An Illinois
Central Railroad Flatcar and
Brought on Here.
After a trying trip of several (leas
Mr. Jesse Weil, of Sixth and. Broad-
way, arrived home yesterday with his
automobile that he purchased at St.
Louis, and started 'home overland'
with it on account of a strike bring
on in. that city among freight hand-
lers, and he could not have the ma-
chine 'loaded and shipped out of there
under several weeks.
Mr.' Weil and his friend, Mr. Ed-
ward Toof, accompanied by 'the chauf-
fuer, kft St. Louis several days ago
and came on througia Illinois in this
direction. Getting down to below
Carbondale, DI, ninety miles North
of this city, they struck a low sec-
tion of country. that was partially
submerged by the high waters, and
left nearly impassable with mod.
They ploughed through miles of mud
and finally found it itnporsible to go
farther, so below Carbondale got au
Mineola Central freiebt tarin to tab
the automobile upon a fiat car, ant
it was brought on into this city yes-
terday in that us- inset.
The machine is a fine one, but it
will take a day to get the mud off it.
PENSION BOARD.
Only wo Peruse Before It Far Ea-
3 mination Yesterday.
Ube hoard oi penman% ceaininers
hail only two parties before it yes-
terday at the meeting of the (Ace
of the secretary, Do Remo fluky
of Broadway betivecti Olft and Sixth
Atrect‘ Both were colored, one he-
‘i.,73dg Tin namison Stones .if Bandana,
the Other SC(111 Woolfloik of
this city. Each served in the Civil
War for which they now receive pen-
eiotne and prevented thentselves for
examination in applying for increase'
to their allowance,
DAMAGE TO PRUIT AND
VEGETATION IN GRAVES.
believe, but they are contesting every
inch of the ground, and they are be-
lug defeated, almost on every occa-
siork but the time to strike is while
the iron is hot. The McCracken
County Kentucky Anti...Saloon league
is undenorninational and non-parti-
san, standing for the extension of
the county unit local option bill to
eeery county in the state, and the
abolition, by law, of every saloon
in McCracken county. The present
temperance wave, which is sweeping
all over this country, simply ante-
dotro, and foreteMs, the salvation of
our noble Southern boys.






Hod Carriers of Contractor
Weikel on Strike. .
All the contractors in the city tin-
ploying brick, mortar and hod men
have signed up with the hod carriers
for the coming twelve months with
exception of Contractor George Wei-
kel, who yesterday announced that he
would not sign Op with this charac-
ter of his employes who want to be
paid increased wages during tire en.
(smog year.
The men want for tgoer• carrying
nrotair 32 1-a cents per hour acid the
brick men. 30 cents. The former
scale was 28 And 30 cents respective-
tr. -
are entertained that
heavy damage has been done through
out the county by the severe cold
snap and frost Ice could be found
V II all email bodies of water Monday
morniAg. Jail that was hallowed with
a heavy frost Tuesday morning.
Reports from gardens indicate
that beans and other early vege-
tables, with the passible -exception of
peas. which had come up and which
were not covered up, will Ise almost
entirely killed.
Some tomato plant' err saved by
being covered UV.
The gravest fear.. Are felt 1,y- the
fruit crop, if beng very probable
that all the early fruit while not
being lost will b damaged to a great
extent Fro;t trees were in full blos-
som and had been for a number of
days
The strawberry crop 1. thought to
have been killed.
One report made by a fruit raiser
who had personally examined his
trees, is that about the small cherries,
peaches, etc., which had not yet
dropped the bloom, there was found
a deposit of ice and this is thought
sufficient to kill out all such fruit'.
(*.rave tears
Pittsburg Dog Show.
Pittiebtsrg, Pa.. April 3.—Attracted
by the offer of $3,000 in money and
many cups and trophies. die leading
kennels of the country have sent
their high-bred dogs to the annual
show of the Duquesne Kennel club.
The exhibition was opened in the
Duquesne gardens this morning -and
Will continue until the end of the
week, The elitries number well up
towards ocoo, and embrace all of
the most_prominent show dogs that
have been seen on. the national cir-
cuit this season. Prominent fan-
ciers of New York, Philadelphia.
Boston and Grand Rapids. Mich.,
are doing the judging
Senora Gelaya Heroine.
Washington, April 3.—Senora Ze-
laya, the wife of President Zelaya of
Nicaragua, has made herself the idol
of the Nicaraguan army by her act-
rye services pt the head of the Red
Cross in recent battles between the
Hondurans and Nicaragnane. accord-
ing to James Dertriek, a talning tag-
eer with interests in Honduras and
Nicaritgua, who called at the state de-
eartment today to discuss the Central






Declarea Suggestions Made to Dor• sio
MAS Indicate Delusional
State of Mind. t 
I'
New five*, April 3.—The Thaw.
lunacy Commission went into ext.-
votive session at ta:IR p. in. for the
final mental and phyeical s;Unita -
tion of the defeatism.
New York, April 3.—The Tlws
lunacy commission went into aessitatt
today. Distr'.et Attorney Jerome
called to She witness stand Dr. Alien
Ross Diefendorf. Superintendent of
the state hospital for the insane at
Middletown, Conn., and professor of
mental and nervous diseases at Yale
university. Dr. Diefendoorf testi4ed
for the ot c at the trial if Thaw
declaring the defendant knew the
tare and quality of hi act when tie
shot and killed Stanford White and
knew the act was wrong. To ;the
curnmissigon outlay Ow alienist dc-
ckired that from e hat lie isof seen
of Thaw and the writings he had
examined lit- was of the opinion that
l'haw is not now capable of nightly
iousirratanding his OW11 • Waitins*. la
appreciating OW astute of the charge
against him or rat;onailly advising hie
couneel.
Thaw's Suggestions.
l)r. lOriettalori examined at some
length the twoMo-fistir pages of sug-
gestions -made by Thew to MT DI-
ISIS kr 'his summing tip address Mir
declared they ermiltedlad from a &V
rood brain. The a.sg,n asked
the witness to point 'what he cat-
tnoranda. Ifitgratu'orf p.401011
sidefel insane evidleopgs canoes the
tne 
 t
out oat passage which Ititrsct At-
torney Jerome started to read aloud.
-I must protest fins,- interrupted
NI 7 Hartrodge of Thaw's consort
"Those Vostodrs were produced E.
the benefit of the coninuonon at a
secret session and fhe district attor-
ney is rending them to the revocative.
It is another case tile the Lyon let
tons irons Pitesherg. They were sent
hew to the clerk of the vow?. It wee
agreed they might be topic.: in the
diateict tiirriee office and then
they mysteriously aggeased in the
newspaper •
"There wee melting mysterious
about the pubherition of those !ce-
tera.- said Mr. Jerome. "I gave them
out myself. They were public (bee-
meantopeoduesd Ni own court."
"But they hod not been adinitteii
in evident'," rat:Windt Mr. Hateridire.
hot Before Commission.
('ha rmau McClure put an end to
t disecursion by saying tIle Lyon'
letters were ii' it before the C COM
miiL
1)T I.Fiefendord 110 &the eeggestiewe
made by Thaw toelicated a itelmiossal
.11 mind.
-Did you thitair.:hr delesiostii
hen be committee the lumen&
aiskedi Chariman McCline. •
"Yes.- replied the entices. who
then went into an elaborate expla-
nation of the difference be twee nt
medical and legal insanity, , declaring
that Thaw sons medically but not
icohlly insane when shot and
killed Stanford White.
Under questioning by Ur. Hart -
ridge Dr. Diefendorf said that Them' 4
suggestion* to Mr. Dchnes *bowed
delusions similar to those indicated
in the letters which formed a part
.4 the district atorney'e hypotheticah.
questim at the trial.
"'On similar writings, f.t.rms. psis
roach the conclu's'ion dust at one
time he was sane, and at anothee
time ineane?" asked Me. Hai-triage.
Dr. Diefendorf mid he vemild stand
on his answers. lie admitted he had
IlryeT personally examined Thaw hut




If thc president carries out his
reported intention to squeeze the
water out of railroad stocks, the re-
cent Ohio Valley flood will he forced
to yield its hard won championship
i withon a straggle.
I
436 Broadway,
The Tennessee Electrical Theatre,
Edgar W. Whittemore
Real [state Agency
ParIticah Real Estate, Western Ken-tucky Farms., Easy Monthly Pay-' ment Lots for Investment Western


























ew Prices on Cloth
and Voile Suits
A Mighty Good Time to Buy

















Our After Easter Suit Reduction
Sale is now on and will continue all
through this entire week.
THESE ARE THE PRICES
$85 and $90 suits
$65 and $75 snits
$55 and $60 suits
$50 snits








































ed WRIST NEGRO NEW PASTOR
ELK LODGE COMES TODAY
*
4
SECRETARY OF STATE IrCHI1S- REV
NY HELD UP INCORPOR-
ATION PAPERS.
Kentucky Organisation Will Right
the Metter in the Courts,
&Ts P. G. E. R.
S. B. MOORE EXPECTED
TODAY PROSE ST.
LOUIS.
Rev. Dr. Fertrigh of Muskogee Takes
Charge of Tenth Street Church—
Bishop Comes Next Week.
Louisville, Ky., April 3.—The re-
ports from Frankfort. that ,fforts hid
recently been Made by Luuisvide ne-
groes to incorporate an erganination
minder the name of "Jientutky Grand
Lodge Improved Benevolent and
Protective Order of Elk," esti.sed a
big stir in local Elkdom v.hen it be-
came known that the• erticles of in- r C hStSre •4
corporation had been forwarded to/ Tenth Street Christian.
Frankfort by negroes. Harry Mo. I Rev. Dr. Farleigh of Muskogee,
Indian Terntory has accepted the call
to become pastor of the Tenet street
-Christian church of this city und
shortly arrive, to aseurne his choirs.
He is a very prominent divine and
f MIMS' to take charge of a flourishing
congregairion. that has had its pulpit
supplied by Rev. J. C. Shelton of
Mayfield every other Suredtay since
Rev D. A. Bass resigned at um-
Me? and went West.
the United States and he decided to Bishop Woodcock Coming.
make an investigation as to the ne- Bishop Charles Woodcock of
thority of any other organizatiop to Louisville. will be here next Tuesday
rest the name before granting a char- C rM at0 0136 class at Grace-church.
ter. The class met ittet night at the parish
R.W. Brown. pool grand exaltol house and beg-an preparations for the
.ruler of the grand lodge of Elks, said confirmation ceremonies.
that he had communicated with Went to Texas.
Of Secretary McChesney and asked him! Rev. George C. Catee Monday
not to grant a charter to the organi- clicrsed his revivfal at Columbus, Miss.,
lotion on the ground that the words and went to Marshall. Te-Nall, to con-
-benevolent and protective order of aLUCt Crtle. 0 %Tr eoo conversions' weee
Elks" were copyrighted and na other made at Colornbus, Where the divine
order had the right to use them. He got $000 for his serojereee For the
said the matter would he testad ie entire of Olarch his eambine41 re-
the et/pets by the state tiflicsah and munoration from different det,es
Chesney, secretary of seatti bell 1,p
the papers and refused to incorporite
the lodge until he could make a thor-
ough investigation, although there
was nothing accompanying the pa-
pers to indicate that the signets were
negroes. Secretary McChesney, how-
ever. knew that the worrls "benevo-
lent and protective order of Elks"
were incorporated under the laws of
Rev. S. B. Moore, toe too pastor
for the First Christian church, is ex-
pected to arrive today from St. Louis
where he has been located for quite
a While. He accepted several weeks
wgo the call to come here, and will
fill his pulpit next Sunday for the
first time sinte being tendered the
officers of the Elks lodec and, if amount te $3,500.
l ap
necessary, it is likely that the grand
odge officers will take the matter 
'
Forced to Vacate:
and puth-,it through ail of the courts i On account of the sale of the real
to ascefillin the eights of the Elks estate of E. Rehkopf, I am forced to
loodge in the Unittd States. remove the stock fixtures, etc., of the
Efforts have frequently beeen made E. Rehkopf Saddlery company, from
by negeoeftoin ti, south to obtoo .• toe South Second etreet Therefore
charter for an .eks' loOfte,. but their I offer for sale all the futures, con-
efforts have repeatedly been helkoi sifting of shelving counters, show.
by the white lodges takiog the mat- cases, show windows, etc. Together
ter to the cotirts and aooiting their with the entire .stock .of .harness,
eights. , saddles collars, and ehains. Also I
have a'Amplete line of harness and
• raster Observance. saddle 'making machinery, all neces-
Pokes, picture hats and toques and eery implements for manufacturing
Bite, harness, collars and saddles; in good
Blushes and dimples and smiles and working' order. Besides I have one
curls. 'cold tire setting machine. Set from
The girls see nothing but the hats. one inch to three in tires. A bar-
431.06 The *en ee'e .notfling hut the girts gain it said et once.
—Pitck r. E. WALTERS. "° PhOileV:TJOld .960fiNewk245
ABSTRACT NW COUNTY RATE OF TAXATION
IltiNG GOTTEN REMAINS 75 CENTS ON $100
SCHOOL PEOPLE SECURE SER-
VICES OF JUDGE EDWARD
PURYEAR.
ON COMPLETING ABSTRACT
TRANSFER WILL BE MADE
TWO MORE DAYS' WORK WILL
FINISH LAWN TENNIS
COURT.
Boys of High School Rehearsing for
Their Minstrel They Will Give
Next Week—Other News.
President Anthony List and the
committee of the school board have
engaged the services of Hon. Ed-
ward H. Puryear, the attorney, to get
ep the abstract for the Fifth and
Kentucky avenue school property in
order a clear title can be given to the
ground when there is executed the
deed transferring the propertyy to the
Odd Fellows, who bought it or
$esetoo. It will take Judge Puryear
soorne days to get up the abstract
which will be complete, as he has the
recognised finest abstract records in
the state of Kentucky, it taking years
to compile them. When he is done
he will turn the abstract and deed
over to the school committee that
will then hold a meeting with the Odd
Fellows' committee and make the
formal transfer of the buikling and
ground.
Court Nearly Dona.
With one or two more days' xsork
the !awe tennis court for the school
boys and girls will be completed on
the vacant lot beside the George
Langstaff residence on Kentucky
avenue near Seventh street. The
young people will then organize their
teams and commence indulging in
the healthy and pleasant sport.
NO CHANGE WAS MADE IN THE RATE ?KYR THE ENSUING
FISCAL YEAR BY MAGISTRATES AND THIS RATE WILL
REALIZE $860386.95—JUDGE REED GETS $r000 SUPPLEMENT-
ARY SALARY IF APPELLATE BENCH SAYS THE LAW IS
VALID—NOTHING DONE ABOUT VOTING ON $roo,000 NEW
GRAVEL ROAD BONDS—REGISTER GETS PRINTING CON-
TRACT.
The rate of taxation for this coun-
ty remains the same during the year
commencing April 1, according to the
decision of the fiscal oriurt yesterday,
the magistrates composing that body
deciding to continue in effect for the
coming twelve months the tax rate
of 75 cents on ;too valuation. This
combined with the so cents peer $100
charged by the commonwealth means
the total county and state tax con-
solidated amounts to $1.25 per $too.
The court appropriated for the en-
suing year the same fund accounts as
last, which is that as cents collected
off every $too worth of property shall
go to the sinking fund that redeems
outstanding indebtedness when the
bonds mature, twenty cents collected
off every $too worth of property goes
to the county levy fund, 23 cents to
the fund out of which hoade and
bridges are built, and 8 cents to the
fund out of which the county paupers
are maintained. This makes a total
of es cents collected from every Soto
valuation. At this rate there is due
the county for the ensuing twelve
months $136,o96.95, but the officials al-
ways calculate 5 per cent remain-
ing unpaid by going over onto the
delinquent list, which is gradually
collected after the year is up by the
county clerk. By these figures the
state this year is due Sy...wee° from
McCracken county, which combined
to that the county retains Ice itself
means the total tam:. to be collected
for eounty and state ;osmoses off city
and county properties amounts to
$143A7$25
The sheriff makes the collections
and at the end of the year is given
credit for the delinquents, as the total
is charged up against him. The coun-
ty clerk then, collects those in ar-
rears
The fiscal court yesterday decided
Commencement Speaker. to raise the salary of Judge W. M.
4. tuiorenaft Ashley Robertson the
committee having in charge the com-
mencsment exercises for the city' pub-
lic acheole :it the close' of this term
intensl, hosing present .iste of the
best speakers :it the country to deliv-
er an eildrese to the members of the
graduating class. He is now ih cor-
respondence with a number of noted
men, sending letters out to them laao
week to see if their presence here
could be procured for this purpose On
getting replies he will select the one
he thinks best fitted for the occasion
and engage his services for the night
that brings to a close the school and
childhood days of the popular, boys
and girls in that class this year.
The committee has not yet taken
up the question of ,where the com-
mencement ceremonies will occur, but
the probabilities 3re they will be at
The Kentucky. where they have been
held for years
Pupils to Give Minstrel.
'the boys of the Paducah high
school are preparing to give a tine
minstrel one night next week at the
auditorium in the Washington school
building on West Broedway. They
are now holding nightly rehearsals in
the large assembly room and expect
to have their parts down well by the
time for the performance. They have
not yet se-tricked the exact elote. but
it will occur somtime during the com-
ing week, and he participated in by
the boys only
Alumni Associatian.
The Pachiceli High School Alumni
association meets tomorrow afternoon
at 4 o'clock in the Washington build-
Ong on West Broadway. The liter-
ary feature of the afternoon will be
a paper on "Arts 'and Crafts," by
Miss Ellen Willis, the talented school
teacher.
CURFEW RINGS.
It Does Not Sound Until g O'Clock
Erich Night Now.
The boys have one hour longer to
ramble the streets now, as commenc-
ing,. last Monday night the curfew
began ringing at 9 o'clock for the
next six months, or until October
while from October to April t the
whistle blows at 8 o'clock and warns
all the little ones to get off the street
if they have no parental permits en-
titling them to stay out.
Reed, the circuit court judge, by
Si zooIf the law will permit A case
to test the allowance will he tiled
with the appellate court in order to
see if the newly enacted Law permit-
ting ibis 1, legal. AU circuit court
jiidge over the state get taxa) per
year. The state leglslature in tgo6
prier! a law allowing the fiscel court
selfl (townies containing second-class
eitiet to allow the circuit court judge
of these counties as much additional
to his $3,Oco salary as the 6seal court
may desire, provided this supple-
mentary allowance out of the county
treasury does not exceed Sanaa,
thereby making if and the Soon° paid
by the state total Ss,000 annually for
rhe circuit judge Yesterday the
latter of sdpplenienting Judge Reed's
Pay *34 taken up by the magistrates
iinfl the point was raised that the
laws provide that the salaoy of no
public official, no matter what position
he holds, shall be raised or lowered
during the term of office. Judge Reed
c/aims he can be allowed additional
salary out of the county treasury
legally. if the justices of the peace so
desire. so the magistrates agreed
that he would be paid Pao° by the
fiscal court in addition to the te000
he is getning by tt:.: state. This al-
lowance was made with the under-
standing that there shall be tiled an
ex parte suit to test the legislature's
law enacted last year allowing second
class city circuit judges to receive
supplemented salaries. This test case
is to go to the court of appeals at
Frankfort. and if that body says the
new law is legal Judge Reed gets the
$1.2oo and the fiscal court here pays
the cost of the test suit, while if the
appellate bench holds the lately en-
acted law is invalid Judge Reed does
not get the supplementary amount
and ha e to pay the costs of the test
case. If he is to get she additional
allowance it is to commence January
1, Igoe. hence he is due several
month' back pay.
Judge Lightfoot -Ars directed by
he fiscal court yesterday to release
the lien the county retained on the
poor farm property when W. C.
O'Bryan pays the $6,000 credit on the
money he owes the county.
The qtrestion of putting steel files
in the circuit court clerk's vault was
*referred to a committee composed of
Magistrates Emery, Bleich and Bur-
nett.
The liellowing• accourits were al-
lowed: F. N. Gardner, $t8; L. B.
Ogilvie St Co., $15.3.38; The Cork
Chemical company $21; The Tornado
Manufacturing company, $io; James
Eaker, $485.70; Frank Eaker, $31;
Hank & Davis, $1.35; John Burnett,
$58; Langstaff-Om Manufacturing
company $15; L E. Young, $sa;
David J. Levy, $5.50; DuBois & Co.,
$33.62; I. Cohen, &eye; Charles Clark,
$zoo.
Megistrates Bleich and Broadfoot
were allowed $12 each for some com-
mittee work they performed.
The bill of the Jackson Foundry
and Machine company was referred
It was decided that the salary of
the county health officer should re-
main $soo fer the eetiring fiscal year,
that figure being the• same as last
Tler fail-ming elleseauces o were
'made to parties having charge of
public funds for maintenance of pau-
pers: Mrs. Mary Rudolph, $12; John
Thompson for P. Wilson, $15; Kate
Sivels for Emma Simmons, $15; W.
T. %red for Mrs. Magee. Sao; Wil-
liam Boldry for Jane Counts $15;
Ellen Campbell for idiot child, VI;
John Thompson for Mrs .Burns, $15;
M. B. Tapp for Rufus Story, Su);
Dennis Champy for Angeline Carti-
gan, Ps; Mary B. Harper for Isaac
Hawkins, $12; A. N. Sear* for Ila
Lusher, $ta; A. N. Sears for Sallie
Lusher, $15. These are made quar-
terly.
One-half of the Fairbanks-Morse
bill Was allowed, it amounting to
$415 anti is for pumps, macheineo etc
supplied the county poor farm.
W A. Thompson, keeper of the
county poor sanitarium, was allowed
S370..19 for his services.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie put in a
claim of Sanas° for serving assaa tax
notices. The payment of this bill was
referred to the county ottorney and
'Squire Bleich, these two being given
power to act in the premises.
The bond of S. B. Buckner Wa$ re-
ferred to the county attorney and
county commissioner for investiga-
tion and report at next 'netting of
toe • •si
The quarterly salaries of the county
officials were allowed as follows:
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot.
$437.50: County Commissioner John
Burnett. $oo Clerk Hiram Smedley
for fiscal court services, $oo; County
Attorney Albeit Barkley. taste Coun
ty Physician Eddie Young. $150;
County School Superintendent Sam-
uel Billington. $300.
The Register Newspaper company
was awarded the contract to print the
financial statement for this county,
the document to show for what every
dollar of the county's public ,money
was exepettded during the twelve
months preceding April 1. The Regis-
tr was awarded the contract and is
to charge i -6 cents for every line
the report makes, while the News-
Democrat Wanted a cents per line and
the afternoon Sim wanted 2 7-8 cents
per line The statement will make
many thotgand lines.
The magistrates took up the ques-
tion of submitting to the people for
a vote the question of floating $100,-
ow bonds for •ileve gravel roads
through the county, but after canvass-
ing the, gituatioa nothing was done
towards leaving it to a vote of the
public, hence the proposition seems
dropped for the, time being. As the
court will meet once each month here-
after it can be taken tip at most any
time ° the magietratee so desire.
Thi being all the business the
magioratee adjourned for the term
after sitting for two days.
The Commercial club asketf the
fiscal court for a $goo appropriation
to help the club promote inonigration
to this section of the !state, but the
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&Wird Everett Hale.
'Boston, MASS., April e.—ler. Ed-
ward Everett Hale, preacher, pub-
licist and mail of letters, was.eigliei -
five years old today. Since his ap-
pointinent as chaplain, of the si aato
f)r. Hale has spent 'his winters in
Waehiugoin, but his - summers lie
continues to pass at, Ins keine In
Roxbury.
Despite his great age, Plate
is as vigroms as he *as a 'quarter
of a century ago, and his mental fac
ulties are eniumaired. He is a
great lover, of outdoor life and to
tthis he attributes in great nwasure
his splendid health in his old age.
In celeteratiott of Dr hue's Asth
birthday anniversary. the
Hand society, which Deo • "Hale
futinded, is seeking to raise a fund
of $sonoo for the old age of its
founder. The work is in charge of
an executive cominittee of obeli
Kidder, Peabody & Co. the raniinu
bankers, are the treasurer,,.
ltio living mai, ha. done more to
raise .,the moral 'standard: of Ameri-
cans •than has Dr Hale fie has
been .1 conspicuous tiguri.- in all
kinds of reform and rescue work.
both in Boston and in many other
and distant eitieN. From the' tune
he received his first license to preach
he has been a comet:Oriente figure in
all th most advanced forward fertrvC-
Meal t s m (+ant y ansI (lineation.
Dr. Hale refuses to be caned a
clergyman. He prefers to he desig-
nated only as a -Christian minister"
The title of "Professor of American-
ism" to his generation has been apt
ly used in referring to Dr Hale. end
it perhaps best describes the most
conspicuous efforts_ His entire ca-
reer, his hereditary influence and rtt -
vironment and fhi s natural inclin..,
tions and choice of friends, all terel-
ed to make 1dm a patriotic Arne/Seal
citizen, and fitted him to do for the
American public what he conceived
his "Professor of America" as do-
ing at a college—showing men that
there is ''sneh reality ali American
thought, and that there are certain
principles which belong to the Am-
can goviernment. that there are
certain feelings which twie experienc-
ed by none but American."
Christian Conference in the Orient.
Tokio. an-it 3 —Americans were
prominent among those present to-
day a; ;lie opening of the World',
Student Christian Federation con-
ference, the first conference of 
Clanstians %ever held in japan. Delegates.
represnting th Christian students
end professors of twenty-five na-
tions arie attending the conference.
The American delegation is headed
by Dr. Edward I. Bosworth, of the
Oberlin Theological seminary, who
is to deliver two addresses hefnre
the convention.
Ban Authority krupt Trustees Given thot
Electric
to Dispose of Goods.
SELL PROPERTIES.
Referee Baghy of the leankrupt
o ant yes-tendkey made an order em-
powering Trustee 0. C. Lo:dher of the
W. II. Nelson bankrupt estate of
Hampton. Livingston county. to seil
the notes, accounts, stock, etc., be-
longing to Nelson, on the afternoon
of April 6. 2:30 o'clock. The highest
bidder gets, the goods.
The referee made a similar order
empowering Trustee Felix G. Ru-
dolph to sell the property of W. D.
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Just sample an) otnes per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from ua You11
say there a a great difference.
!'THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know bow to store pet-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Om knowledge
of these requisites is what 
eo.
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated mice
coaling into on: possession
J. IL Oem 4.4iiermei
DRUGGIST
SXTH aPso agaos•owAs
How tilawadil is AffectAd ViSITING SIAFF
y Japanese Excagston FOR HOSPITALI.)
(Literary Digest.)
i When the exigencies of ;he SanFrancisco school controversy result-
ed in closing the door of the main-
land against the Japanese coolie;
from our insular possessions, the
event was greeted in Hawaii by the
plantation-owners with approval, by
the Japanese with indignation, and
by certain others with something of
misgiving. This provision in the Im-
migration Act, says the Honolulu
Bulletin, ''will enable Hawaii to
adapt itself to changed conditions
, without a revolutionary upset of its
industrial affairs." "What better
could be asked?" it adds. Among the
Japanese, however, it excited indig-
tnant protest. A mass-naeeting of
Japanese was called at Aala Perk,
Honolulu, and resolutions wore for-
warded both to Washington and to
Tokyo. The following is the text of
the message sent to President Roost-
velt:
"President Roosevelt, Washington.
Sir! Ilawaiian Japanese respectfully
protest, in the name of humanity and
civ.lization, and also in the name of
liberty, gainst the prohibition of their
emigraton to the states. It enslaves
us permanently to Hawaii's capital-
ists. (Signed) Hawaiian Japanese
in Mass Meeting."
The tenor of the different speeches
was much the same, according -to the
local picas. America, who had forc-
ed open the door of Japan, had now
closed her own against a friendly peo-
ple in opposition to the American
doctrine of „the equality of man, as
well as to the doctrine of Christian-
ity. Reverend Ito, a Buddhist priest,
appealed to the Christian ministers
throughout the union to condemn the
exclusicn law. Another speaker
maintained that the labor unions of
California were "egged on and fi-
nanced by the sugar-planters of Ha-
waii." The Hawaiian Gazette thinks
it "needless to trill the Japanese
mass meeting at Alai Park too se-
riously?' as it was "in the main the
protest of agitators and hotel keep-
ers." It explains further:
"There are, in Honolulu, something
less than thirty Japanese hotels
which thrive by the custom of Cali-
fornia-bound coolies. The runners of
these hoick visit the outer islands
and the interior of this one, recrua-
ing labor for the coast and consign-
ing it first to the establishments run
by their employers. Then when Jap-
anese land from the Oriental liners
to stay a week or two before going
on, the hotels accommodate them, as
they do the others, and make com-
missions on the civilized clothes they
buy and all their general outlay. But
for this business, eight or ten hotels
would supply the demand; with it,
hotels are multiplying. Naturally.
when it is proposed to shut off emi-
gration to the coast, the Japanese ho-
tel-keepers are alarmed. Such a
check to their operations means
bankruptcy. Under the new law the
most of them will be forced to shut
their doors. Hence their interest,
which veal predominant, in the Alai
Park rally.
"Next the agitators. There is a
great unruly mob in Japan. which
often forces the hand of the ministry
itself. Some thousands of our local
coolies belong to ie Whenever any-
thing bodes excitement in Japanese
politics or foreign relations. these
/ worthies are up and stirring. They
helped out the hotel:keepers last
night, applauded thc veiled threats
WE USE




Becanse it irons smothly, not
rough
Second.
The button holes, or nod
holes match.
Tidrd.
Neghgee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with
out injury
Fourth
It irons either .tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"bump" so often sees is 
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone soo
I NOW IS THZ TIME
THIS IS l'HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA
,D6 B war. Day and Night
...essessee School
Excursion
$t. Lois and Tennessee River Pas&
it company—the cheapest and loss
excursion out of Paducah.
U Fa Is Bei (-4 Trip to the orators. and 
rushed through the
. Tomos thy & rotor resolutions.
 But after all was said
It is a trip of pleasure, coleus
and rest; good service, good tatil
good rosins, etc. Boats leave eta
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to jai




Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
Unlimilled Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, (.1.50 each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
I. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
cr GIVEN FOWLER, City Pun
Agent. Phone 33.
DR. ADRIAN ROYER
Office its% South Fifth.
Old 'Phone—Office, 175.
us:Eissms 4E4.
and done, what did the proceeding
amount to? The people who have
the respect of the home government
and the car of the Japanese envoy at
Mileshington. while not wholly absent
from Aala park, were few and far be-
tween. The conscriative, inten:iont
class of Japanese, secure in the be-
lief that their government had done
nothing to sacrifice the national hon-
or, stayed away; and they are ready
t; accept 'whatever arrangement with.
The United States the emperor, in his
wisdom and pride of coimtry, chooses
to ratify." •
A hint of misgiving on the part of
Aniericons on the island is conveyed
in the following editorial in the same
paper:
"The president has been %corking
to settle the Japanese trouble with-
out war, and as the passage c. fan ex-
clusion elause of the Immigration
Bill without Japanese assent might
he a greater affront to the Tokyo
government than was race discrimi-
nation in the San Francisco schools.
we must assume that .such assent was
gained in advance.
"The piestion then arises. Vhat
compensation are the Japanese to re-
ceive for the concessions They- have•
made? What has the Tokyo minis-
try obtained to save itself from over-
throw by parliament or the mob?
What specal am!. ppt-tictilar advan-
tages are Japanese to enjoy to offset
;he adcntages of the mainland which
they have lost? These are questions
of very deep import to somebody.
perhaps to the Philippines and Ha-
waii. Are fhe Japanese to have carte
blanche to ente r and exploit the two
groups agriculturally and commercial-
ly? If so, what effect will it have on
the wa"ge-scale, especially that of the
whites and what ultimate effect will
it have on the politics of abe Pacific?
"It is tri:e etat the United State!,
in its existing treaty with Japan, has
reserved the right to make 'laws, reg-
ulations, and ordinances in regard to
the immigration of laborers.' But we
cannot conceive that the president
and congress, in 4 crisis with Japan,
and while obviously striving to pre-
vent a casus belli, would insist upon
such rights, knowing the effect it
would have upon the Japanese tem-
per, and say nothing about a quid pro
quo. Some placating thing must have
been done. We want to know what
that thing is and how far it is going
to affect us. Those who insist that
the coast exclusion clause is a good
thing for Hawaii mean that it is good
for the plantations. Perhaps they are
right. But a very prominent planter
contends that if Hawaii becomes one
great Asiatic camp and the American
cause is smothered by the alien mass,
congress, especially if it should be-
come Democratic, would have no
more favors to grant the local sugar
interest. It would treat Hawaii as a
negligible quantity; a rotten borough
in which the United States would
take no pride, and in which its re-
maining concern would be chiefly
orategical."
MRS. EDDY GIVES
RICHES TO THREE MEN.
Applicants for Accounting Surprised
By Intervention of Recently
Named Trustees.
Concord, N. if., April 3.—Conster-
ation reigned in the camp of the
prosecution which has brought a suit
for an accounting against Mrs. Mary
Baker Glover Eddy, founder of the
Christian Science church, and others
associated with her in the work, when
it yeas learned this afternoon that the
aged leader had transferred all her
property, voth some minor excep-
tions, to three trustees whom she
asks to handle any suits that may
come up in connection with the prop-
erty turned over to them.
The three men who have accepted
the trust of Mrs. Eddy are Henry M.
Baker, former congressman of Con-
cord; Archibald McLellan, prominent
in the Christian Science church. of
Bstrin, and Josiah E. Fernald, a
banker of Concord. The deed trans-
ferring the property to these men was
executed on March 6 last, subsequent
to the filing of the suit for an ac-
counting.
The trustees have furnished bonds
in $soo. They have the property in
their hands stow. In one of the
papers tiled by the trustees today
they ask leave to intervene, as plain-
tiffs, in place of George W. Glover,
Mary Baker Eddy and George W.
Baker. relatives of the head of the
Christian Science church, who seek
to have her financial affairs investi-
gated.
The transfer was made in consid-
eration of $1. They are to control
Mrs. Eddy's property daring her
"earthly life." When she dies they
are to dispose of it in accordance
with these reservations:
Right to occupy and use her home-
stead, Pleasant View.
Right to occupy and rent two
houses, 385 and Oa Commonwealth
avenue, Boston.
The trustees are to pay tie: ex-
penses of her household, give !ter
money for person41 and charitable
purposes and such money as she may
desire for the advancement of Chris-
tian Science. The trustees say that
if the allegations in the bill filed Its
Mrs. Eddy's relatives are true, it is
their duty to prosecute the defendants
named. The original case against
Mrs. Eddy and those associated with
her was called in court this after-
noon and the answer nas filed, to-
oether with the copy of the deed of
trust. It was stated for the plain-
tiffs in the accounting act'  that
they would at once make reply.
Demand Two Resignations.
Knoxville, Tenn.. April 3,—The
Knox county court has requested the
resignation of Chairman H. C. Turn-
er and associate member-111;hp An-
derson of the Knox County Road
commission, on the grounds that they
awarded thc contract for building a
road and later raised the bid. amount-
ing to several hundred dollars. It
they do not resign, impeachment will
follow. Turner d Anderson are Re-
publican nominees. and elected last
Alutust. The court is Republican
Nu Spoiling Bord Metz.
New York, April 3.---With repre-
sentatives of the three great F,nglish
tpeak;rnz peoples present the Simpli.
fied Spelling Board began its annual
meeting today at the Waldorf-As-
toria. President David 'Starr Jordan
of T.eland Stanford University, Col.
Thomas Went worth 11 iggin.eon.
William Archer. the celebrated Lon-
don critic. and iminerotts other men
of note are taking part in the meet-
ing. Tomorrow night there is to he
a dinner at which Andrew Carnegie
will preside.
No, Cordclia,. a man doesit't neces-
coated sweetnese wears off with the
is color blind.
It's so much easier to tell a lie
417'ttii tis to make people believe it
THIS SET OF DOCTORS HAS
CHARGE DURING TWO
MONTHS.
The Visiting Staff Will Be Made Per- : 1
manent On Account of Being j
Very Successful
The directors for Riverside Hos-
pital have selected the following "vis-
aing staff- for service during the
two months commencing April l•
Surgeons—Drs. Carl Sears and H.
P. Sights. .
Medical—Dr. Jeff Robertson and
Dr. W. J. Brss.
Genito-Urinary—Dr. C. L. Acree.
Obstetrics—Dr. J. T. Reddick .
Eye, ear, nose and throat—Dr. Har-
ry Williamson.
These gentlemen treat free of
charge for the city all pauper pa-
tients confined at the institution. The
doctors administer to the cases com-
ing in their departments as above.
Last year the directors started out
to experiment and see how a "visit-
ing staff" would work, and it has
proven so entirely successful that it
will be permanent hereafter.
By the visiting staff attending to
the cases within 'the hospital, this
relieves the city physician of that
burden and gives him more time to
look after the poor patients at their
homes over the city.
AMONG THE MINOR LEAGUES
The salary of President Carson of
the Central league has been increas-
ed from $1.000 to $1.9oo a year.
Marty Hogan, the man who land-
ed three pennants for Youngstown,
will manage the new Zanesville, 0.,
club in the P 0. M. league.
A Topeka paper says that the
Cooleycrows, having failed to get in-
to the Western league, must play
ball this season "with thc rubes."
Topeka, Topeka, Kansas, said this.
This is the way the minors are
playing ball this spring! Macon 9.
New York Americans 7; Macon 4:
lskw York Americans 3; Los Ange-
les 6, New York Nationals 1; Dallas
6, Philadelphia Americans (scally-
wags) a; New Orlean+ t, Chicago
Americans o.
President Bill Rourke of the Om-
aha Western league club is after a
franchise in the American associa-
tion.
Catcher Peterson of the 'Boston
Americans has been sold to Provi
(hence. "Pete" will make good in
the Eastern league without is doubt
Charlie Seitz is on the frit:. He
has been sold by Shreveport to the
New Orleans dub.
It looks like an even chance for
all the daubs in the Tri-State leag-
ue this season The time has pass-
ed when the money Tri-Stater got
the good players and the common
magnate got the hook.
Several of the Texas league teams
%ere fortunate in having major
league clubs to train with this
spring. The minors can learn a few
from then big brothers.
Offering a money prize for the
best schedule has been quite the
thing among the minor league' this
spring.
From Birmingham: How would
this lint-up look for the Southern
league pennant race—Birmingham,
Atlanta. Memphis, New Orleans,
Nashville, Nfoirtgotnery, Little Rock
and Shreveport. See how I.ittle
Rock is corning ispi
Contrary to expectations the new
Atlantic league, which is an outlaw
organization, will not harbor con
tract jumpers.
South Atlantic league fans predict
a great futuri for Nap ,Rucker. the
new southpaw of the Philadelphia
Americans. Rucke:- played in Aug-
usta last season.
President Jackson of the Michigan
league, is out for Class C. He says
his organization has sufficient pop-
ulation to back an application for
the higher classification.
Fans of Jackson and Vicksburg,
Miss., arc glad to see Eddie Hahn
the champion of the White Sox. Ed-
die is an old Cotton States leaguer.
The Buffalo team, champions of
the Eastern league, will have the
same pitching staff as laet year, with
the exception of Brockett..
Center Fielder Orth of the Galves-
ton club is a brother of 'Smiling Al"
Orth of the New York Americans.
President J. H. Farrell of the
New York State • league. has an-
nounced his umpires as follows: Dan
Shannon, Charles Campeau, Joe
Purley, W. J. l'ifahoney and S. S. Gal-
lagher.
The 'Maine State league will be-
gin its season May 24 with clubs in
Portland, Bangor, T.cwict.m. Water-
ville. anti A ttlialSta.
If there is ono•thing a man rather
rtot do than another it is to accom-
pany his •wife on a shopping tonr.
se-se-wasine-e-nesinnes
.As a rule a married insn's sugar-
coated swetnese wears off with else
waning of the honeymoon,
online* 
i_F E LITTLE IItiS
*hi THE BIG Tt !NOS'
The Pennies, Nickels, Olen and Quarters Make the Dollars
• AM.
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
ES! ON IT AND SEE HOW SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
NAND ACCOUNT.
Oar Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE.. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW CO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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I like to lie on the sandy beach
While I squint with both my eyes,
And watch the waves as they sparkle
in
Assisting the tide to the.
I think that they must be very strong
Though they're baby ones today.
To help the tide as it struggles along
On its wet and frothy way.
Why do you s'pose the water is ode?
And what i3 it tied to, pray,
And where does it go when the tide
runs out,
If it's tied •o it can't get away?
This morning when I came out to dig,
The beach was all shiny and bright,
Foe the tide was so tidy it washed
it clean.
When I aas in bed Inv night.
HOW FLYING FISHES CAME TO
FLY.
By Raymond Fuller Ayres.
(Copyright. tor, by R. F. Ayers.)
Clarence Beaih was breakfasting
with the merinait:s in Neptune's pal-
ace. where he had been sent to 14 cor-
ed of asking questions. At breakfast
Foaminta, one of the mermaids, had
told him a story of how the whale
tire brigade had put out the fire on
Noah's Ark. and she finished the story
just as the meal was finished. Clar-
ence wanted very much to ask some
questions about the animals on the
Ark, but he did not dare to. for ever
since he had been staying in Nep-
tune's palece, the fish had been going
back farther and farther into the past
in le stories they told him.
He was getting pretty well cured of
the habit of continually asking ques-
tions, for all the thing. they told
him made him feel like a history and
diction:ars combined, and as every
doctor can tell you. that is a very
bad feeling for a little boy to have.
"Suppose we go and see the young
flying fishes leatn to fly." suggested
one of the younger mermaids.
"I think we had better leave one
of them sell him bow flying fishes
-^
YORK WOMAN A LIV-
LI IR OUNG
LkS
came to fly, its the first place," said
Foaminta.
One of te mermaids went out, and
in a moment returned with a flying
fish whom site introduced to Clarence.
The flying fish looked around to
see if there were aoy cat fish about,
and then began:
"About seventeen thousand years
ago, a sea gull, which 's a large bird,
happened to catch a beautiful little
fish, which was very plainly little
more than a baby. The sea gull had
just eaten his dinner, and besides the
little &sal was not large enough for
even one good bite, so he did not
eat it. Of course you know that sea
gulls live on fish and catch great num-
bers of them." Clarence had not
known that, but he did not dare to
say so, for he was afraid some one
would want to tell him how sea gulls
came to cat fish, and it was bad
enough to be filled full of fish stories
without having to start on bird stories
The flying fish paused for a mo-
ment and waited for Clarence to ask
a question, but as he did not the fly-
ing fish went on:
"The little fish was much handsom-
er than any the sea gull had ever seen,
so he thought he would take it home
for the little sea gulls to play with.
He reached is nest just after Mrs.. Sea-
ga and the children were finishing
a luncheon lid fish pie, so they were
not hungry either. The little sea
gulls were delighted with the fish for
they could see that it was only a baby
like themselves, and they thought that
perhaps it could teach them sonic new
gatnes.
The little 'We whose name was
Finny, said he knew lots of games,
and in a verb little while he and the
little sea gulls were great friends.
Whenever Mrs Seagull wanted to
make a fish tart out of Finny. the lit-
tle seagulls made a great fits'.. and
said that Finny was good enough to
eat, but that he it as better to play
new games with. Mrs. Seagull al-
ways spoiled her children so much
that *lie let them have their own way.
end Finny staid m tc sleet and lived
very happtie with them."
.Heire the dying fish paused to take
breath, and Clarence wanted very
badly to ask how the fish wa• able
to live out of water, but he remember-
ed just in time that things might hat e
been quite different seventeen thous-
ING TYPHOID FACTORY.
New York, April 3.—A puzzling
case is under observation at the recep-
iou hospital in this city. The pa-
lent is a woman, a cook, apparently
n perfect health, but who is detained
because she jA suspected of having
ommunicated typhoid to tbout tarn
y-five persons within the past sie
ears According to Dr. Walter Ben-
et, the sanitars otperintendent of
M.tiattan. the woman is literally a
King typhoid factory. She herself
as stricken with the disease about
ix years ago. It ran the usual etairee
nd she recovered.
Now it is found that in all the time
ince. she was deciared owed of tr-
ibe-rid she ha* kept on nurturing and
ev eloping typhoid germs. mnigh
erself immune. 01, germs have been
constant sotirce of Amager and con-
agion to 211 with whom she has
ome in contact.
'The Lord only knows what we
an do with the woman,- said Dr.
lientel. "We will keep her under ohs
ervation at the reception hospital
nd we will certainly employ every
nearts known to science to locate
od destroy the' cidowe group of
eons which persist in lingering in
ter anatomy,"
Suspicion Was attracted to the wit--
Ilan. as typhoid invariably apeared in
amities when.' she was employed.
111(1 whep she was taken to the hos-
tital the euspieitm %CIS confirtned
hrough the culture test. -
Dr. Darlington, health commission-
r, says there is considerable theibt
s to the legal eight of the health 1-
ciale to detain the germ woman.
las violated no laws. Scieoce. hone-
'ter. regards her es an unconscioes
neuace to the cominenitv.
In A”nual Session.
Waehing-ton, D. C., .Spril
9th Annual session of the Maryland
onrerence of the leillorlist Protest-
ant church eonvened ttelay in the
Rhode Island avenue. M. P church.'
Delegates were present from all over
Maryland enitt Ds-lee-are and from
portions of Penneylvania. New Jer-
sey and Virginia. The. proposed nn-
ion with the United Brethren and
Congregational churches Nvil1 be
ditictissed'and the usual attention
wilt lx' given to the missionary and
othv raceievies of the thnrch.
and years ago, so he kept quiet.
"If it had not been for his food,
Finny would have been quite com-
fortable, although of course he want-
ed to get back to his family, for he
knew they would think him dead and
feel badly. It was very strange to
be out of the water, too, but he would
not have minded so much if the sea
gulls had not expected him to eat
fish ::.tust as they did. This he would
not do, for he said he would rather
starve to death the. be a cannibal and
eat his own kind. This made Papa
Seagull awfuPy angry and he said
that what was goon enough for a
seagull was good enough for a mis-
erable little fish and that Finny could
starve to death if he wanted to.
"Finny would not eat any fish, and
as there was nothing else to eat, he
must take a lesson in flying across
the water and diving, so he took them
all to the seashore and made them
fly out over the water and then come
back.
The I ttle seagulls were afraid at
first, but feeilly they started and all
did beautifully, although they were
very od ; .,et back to land again.
Then it was Finny's turn. The lit-
tle sea gulls sad that they did not
belive he could fly the width of the
beach, and reaelt the water et aft Fin-
ny started off finely and was soon ov-
er the %tette-, but instead of turning
round and coming back again, hs
kept right on.
The sea gulls cried to him to come
back, and the little sea gulls' raised
such a fuss that Papa Seagull start-
ed after him, but Finny dived into
got so thin that you could almost the water and went stra;ght down to
see through him. Then the little sea the bottnni of the sea. where his fam-
gulls made an awful fuss, for they ily Feed 'Per a great deal of*trou-
had become as fond of little Finny as ble he taught them all to fly, and
if he had been their own brother, and their descendants are called flying fish
the result was that Papa Seagull had 1 to thts day.'
to get seaweed and other things that The flying fish looked at Clarence
Finny liked. Then he became fat as if waiting for him to ask sonic
again and grew as fat as the little sea questions about the story, but Oar-
gulls. ence did not say a word. He was
After a time the little sea gulls cured completely.of asgng questions.
were old enough to learn' to fly, and All the morning he went about with
they were made to climb up on the the mermaids without asking a single
edge of the nest ar..1 ;unto off, flop- question, and I belicte that if he had
ping their wings and trying to sail forgotten his name he would not have
away like Papa Seagull. At first they dared to ask anyone what it was, for
would tumble down heels over head. fear of being told a story of how he
Mrs. Seagull would have to bring came to have a name. After a while
them back to the nest, for they could hc Fay down to take a nap and when
not fly up themselves. But after a he awoke he was almost surprised in-
while she made Finny jump off of the to growing a foot to find that he was
nest and flop his little fins as if they back in his own little cot in the cabin
were wings, for she said that anyone of the ship he had left, with his
could learn to fly if they really want- mother bending over him, Making
ed to, for it was as easy as could be. him and saying:
Of course Finny fell right to the "Do get up or you will not have aio
ground, and he bruised himself a good breakfast at all."
deal. but Mrs Seagull said that this Clarence never knew how he got
must be expected at first, and she back to the ship so quickly, for he
made him keep on trying to learn with never dared to ask He did not ask
the little seagulls, a single question all that year, for
At length the little seagulls began lie was afraid that if be ased whati
to take short flights on their stubby time it was, someone would tell hint
little nines, and then they were irn- how closics were made. aml if he task-
niensels proud, but they were very ed the day of the month. someone
much sstonishesl when Finny one day would tell him how the calendar was
actually managed to fly a little way invented. He had decided that the
too, for they heel made all sorts of best and safest way to learn things
fun of him and said that he was too was to study very hard at school, and
ehonsy ever to learn that is just uliat lie has been doing
One day Papa Seagull said that they ever since.
Soul Photo
The wonder. modern science
never cease. Following upon the
heels of the announcement of suc-
cess ui securing the weight of the
soul. :tones the following remarltelite
story (roars France: In the current
monthly number of Le Ami Foto-
grapheur, the wonderful story of the
result of a number of exposttres
made by Prof. Vinceut Mieux in the
St. Jacques hospital in Bordeaux. is
there set forth. Dr. Nlieux, who is
an amateur photographer of no mean
preteneions, has long experimented
on the ordinary flashlight mixture
with some radio-active agent and fin-
ally secured a light which he claims
actually causes the fleeh to disap-
pear from the human form and show
the skeleton of living persons with-
out the aid of an X-ray apparatus.
All f these picture: show a glow of
light. exuding from the first seven
sections of the backbone. immed:ate-
ly below the head: ranging in color
from a deep purple to a very pale
blue according to the age and physi-
cal condition of the subject.
Repeated experiments have shown
that thi• peculiar phenomena is only
seen in Inman subjects. The various
demiestic animals and members of the
Simian tribe having all been experi-
mented with. This led Prof. Mieux to
think that possibly this light proceed-
ed from the .soul. and he approached
Dr. Emil Tabaeier. director of the'
St. Jacques hospital, and asked per-
mission to conduct a eeriest of ex-
periments. This permi-sion was
readily granted. X number of cadav-
ers were photographed and the light
found to be entirely absent.
On the ;nth of January Dr. Taba-
nier informed the - professor that a
pat tut. t I lIe. 'Eloise Ilarri. would
probably expire during the night. The
professor end the doctor arranged the
photographic apparatus and light
stands in the young lady's room and
awaited the approach of the grim
reaper. At about it :30 p. nt. Dr. Ta-
banier in low voice warned the pro-
fessor of the approach of death. Then
as the death struggle deesoneted in in-
tensity, exposnre ',her exposnre was
made. Finally it was all over. aml
the doctor announced that his patient
was dead.
The next day the plates were de-
veloped. several of the earlier ones
(I)raphy
shuts of less liglit, then the color be-
came paler and the glow faded per-
ceptibly. Rut as the end was ap-
proaching the glow iarreased in
power and deepened in color, then
as death prevailed it seemed to sep-
arate itself from the backbone, move
to tke outside of the body, and the
last picture shows it as a live-point-
ed star glowing with an intense tire
of ruby red hovering over the corpse.
The doctor and professor decline to
claim that they have photographed a
soul hut simply submit the pictures
witheett claiming anything, leaving
the scientific world to answer and
say, firet. if the seat of the soul has
been found. and second if the soul has
been photographed separated from
the leely.
FIREWORKS WITHOUT FIRE,
Lynn. Maes.„April s.— An engi-
neer of this city lu.i jue: perfecoo7
an invention' which is ,ilechrest to
surpass anything in t':e lees- o: col-
oned Cie warld has yet
seen. The idea prvik f. r the u-
of steam and eh etre:. light in con-
junction in a wits 13 pm .111 on;j-
rtary pyrotechnic e;feets in the
background. Briefly, he arranged a
big array of naval searchlihte so. as
to ties te their beams on a series if
steam jag iid elo"ds• fromtt
varioue sized pines. The latter are
Set in a great instrnment diet ee by
a powerful boiler :told controlled by
keys, oenewhat in the fashion of an
(ogres. Colored d, .c.; Mod devices
are p;leed over the !-ear.-hlight-, :lid
operated in c.eijimetien will the
steam In:Whine. kitele of rec.:set
effects con be. pr ehieed Cite light
on the steam jets, while huretine
shells and other devrcee are imitat•
ed on the eollieg cheek ebove. Set
displays of the moet art'ois tit:Feel/t-
am can lce produced at wile aid 'the
dolor cionbinations are tutlimerd.
Moreover, the c iet i4 eearcely onto
half that ineo:veil by ordteary fire-
works displays.
Every locality has its "meanest
-man," but the man. who refuses to
euppoirt his poor old mother i-
titled to flee elenertpionship,
WISITMANAI1COOK WEDDING.
New York, :April z—Miss Janet
.Alexander McCook, daughter of Col
and Mrs. John J. McCook, was the
first Easter bride of the season to-
day. when her marriage to Malcolm
'D. Whitman took Place in the Filth
avenue- Presbyterian church. The
wedding was a notable incident in
social circles, for the guest list in-
cluded the most prominent name' of
New York and Boston society.
"The church was a bower of white
lilacs, white roses and apple blos-
soms when the young bride, leaning
on the arm of her father, walked up
the flower-marked aisle. The bride
had 'no maid of 'honor. The six
bridesmaids were her two sisters. the
Misses S, au A. and Martha Mc-
Cook: ••er cousin. his Harriet Alex-
ander: tliss Jenrie Crocker, of Cal-
ifornia: Miss Marian Fenno of Ros-
ton. and Wes Edith Root, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Root.
Mr, Whitman Was attended by his
brother. Hendricks Whitman. of Bos-
ton, as best man. The ushes were
Messrs. George M. Sargent. John
Gade. 'Arthur S. Pier, J. Wells Far-
ley. Hamilton Durand, George At-
kinson. Jr., and Jamee P. Curtis.
Following the church ceremony,
which was performed by the bride's
uncle, the Rev. Dr. Maitland Arm-
strong, a reception was held at the
McCook home.
The bride is the second daughter
of Col. and Mrs. McCook. Min have
for years been prominent in Netv
York Society and have a eummer
home at Seabright. N. J. Mr. Whit-
man is a lawyer and in his univer-
sity day-s at Harvard was a lawn ten-
nis champion.
. and his bride will,Spend the
summer treveling in Europe.
Alabamans Wed in New Jersey.
Ell'SinWood. N. J., Anell
wedding of I!irts Mary Morris Clark.
daughter of the late Rieleird
who was a congressman from AT
bama. and Karl Searle af lliriniuit-
liant. Ala., took place thi: afterit
at St. Pant's church in the presence
of a lar.ge and fashion:0; gathering.
The ceremony ea, performer; by the
rertor, the Rev. Or. Drehilee .The
bride wa: ;sot .led lor titer
Miss Helot Clarke,




At are sutnorised to announce C-.-
e.t.toidacy ot Charles Reed for may( -
euhject to the Democratic Primary to
li eeld Thursday, May 2, 1907.
are Auteuil *Leo to announce the
dacy of G R Davis for mayot,
# 'ice, to thi Deinocratic Primary to
b held Thursday. May 2, two
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday. May 2, 1907.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for re-election to the office of
tits clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907'
We are authorized to announce
alattrice M McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday -
May 2. 1907.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democrati:
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John W. McKnight lese
city treasurer, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursda>
May 2, rm.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday
May 2„ 1907.
We ate authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, 10--
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday
May 2, Koss.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of A. L Harper for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic primary to be held Tuesday.
May 2, 1907.
City Assessor.
We are aathorized to announce W
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re-
election to the office of city assessor.
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, Am.
City Jailer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for tits
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2
1907.
,We are authorized to announce th-
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read (o -
city jailer, subject to the Deinocrati.
Primary to be held Thursday, May
1907.
We are authorizid to announce the
candidacy of Sam I- Beadles for cit
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pr •
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907
We are authorized to announce th•
candidacy oi Al. Hymarsh for cit:.
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2
1907. !JOIN
We ate authorized to announce the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
jailer, 'abject to the Democratic Pri-
mary. to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of R. M. Miles for city
jailer, subject to the DemocratIc Pri
mary to be held Thursday, May 2
1907.
School Trustee.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of en Weille for sehoo'
trustee from the Second ward, sub-
ject to the action of the city demo-
critic primary to be held Thursday
May a.
W H Y BUY HAND-ME-DOWN CLOTHES AT
TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
YOU CAN GET REAL TAILOR-
MADE CLOTHES, MADE HERE
AT HOME, EXCLUSIVE PAT-
TERNS AND GUARANTEED TO








It shaves, does not scrape, made
ke a razor, and not like a hoe.
See it and you nil', t.sy the
.'crily rational safety on the market.
The price is only $4,00.
Take one home, try it for 3o days
and if you are not fully satisfied, your
;money will be cheerfully refunded.
DRUti Muit
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
di 4 • • •• •
1POPUL.A.B WAN I
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •





FOR SALE—Stock dry goods,
'Thompson & Griffith, Benton, Ky.
FOR RENT—Elegani flats ' Sty
rotb and Broadway Apply to B s
Scott.
MP.
FOR SALE—One family horse 7
years cld and buggy, 432 S. Tenth
forcer.
BUD—Will see you at the Ten-
ressee Electrical Theatre, No. 426
:roadway. Bob.
WANTED—Position as stenog-
rapher by young lady. Address A. B.
C., care Register.
WIFE--Meet me at the Tennessee
Electrical Theatre this afternoon.
Important. tineba.nd.
WANTED -- Day hoarders for
meals only. Rates reasonable. Ap-
ply eoi South Fourth street.
(all on Sirs. Eugene Wilson for
....ehionable dressmaking at 736 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone ta05.
WANTED—Bilious people to use
Settle's Liver Capsule'. R W.
WALKER. CO, Fifth and Broad-
way.
WANTEI)—eo men for pkeining
walk at Crossett, Ark. Transpor-
tation advanced. see A. E. Smith,
NI-w Richmond hotel.
Laborers Wanted.
rest leborers wanted at Third and
Ohio streets. Good wager'. Apply
to• Contractor George Weikel on
'I'votende.
WANTED FOR U.. S. . ARMY—
- Able-boded unmarried men between
' _ages of et and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
'Richmond House, Padtscah, Ky.
Expert Aocenntaist.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit hooks by the day, week or the
sob. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, Room rot. No.




, . To.,241). Ohio. April 3.—It became
linown today that Abram K. Det-
iviller. the financier alio nos in-
elictod by the San Francisco grand
jury in c9tInedeisid,114111 the brih..-ry
:ity eupekvieors, returned to Toledo
frorsj Europe only a few hourse be-
fore detectives arrived here I ar-
rest him. In some way he heard of
their presence in the city and of their
plans before it was known by the
public here that he had ben indicted
He quit the home of a relative and
disappeared, bu' the de', ctivee. who
ave still here. &cline(' today that
'he is hiding in the city.
Egg Rolling at the White House.
The egg rolling of Easter Monday
it Washington is the most interest-
ing of American Easter practices.
The fete is held on the White Home
grounds, as is well known. Thous-
& of children are admitted to the
green sloping lawn to indulge
in competitive egg rolling, egg knock-
ing and other games, a scene unriv-
aled ift picturesque and happy inter-
4XIET A ZJAGG"
AND BE HAPPY!
ASPIS . LONORES Gewalt
ST CIGAR,






BORROWED $3,e00 FROM THE L K S MAY NOT INDUCT NEW
1 
CITIZEN'S SAVING OFFICERS INTO PLACES
BANK. TONIGHT.
Heinrich Tempel Gave Each Daugh- Today Is the First of the Days Dur-
' ter $x and Balance of Estate ing t.fternoon of Which Building
to His Widow. Is Given Over to laidies.
Llocuments were filed yesterday
with the county clerk showing tliat
The Woman's dub had mortgaged
its property on Kentucky avenue be-
weer• Sixth and. Seventh streets to
the Citizen's Savings bank to guar-
exi payment of a $3,500 loan the
club made of this financial institution.
The club also gives its coupons to
satisfy ihe indebtedness.
Temple Will Probated.
The veiH of the late Heittric'h Tem-
pel of the Maxorr's Mill section of the
county was filed for probate yester=
day in the county court, the docu-
ment hosing been written by the de-
ceased April IS, tgoo, and his signa-
ture to the document witnessed by
W F. Paxton and Dick Rudy. He
leaves $t to each of his daughters,
Anna Temple, Lena Tempel and Eva
HoHand, while the balance of the
estate gore ,to hie widow Katarina
Tempel, who k named executrix.
Colored People Marr7.
The clerk issued marriage licenses
to the following colored couples:
Henry Clark, aged aer and Lizzie Sax-
ton, aged 21, of the city; H. T. Car-
man, aged 30 of Mayfield. and Luk
Ryburn, aged 25 of this city; Charles
McGuire., aged 25 and Mary Murray.
aged sa of the county.
Property Sold.
Property on Wiest Jefferson street
ha* been sold to S. B. Caldwell by
Thompson & Bradstraw, and the deed
filed for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
--We have the old fairy talc of the
sleeping beauty at the Tennessee
Electric theatre. On today. Every
child in the city should see it.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS
1 T'i'ts evening is the time for in-stallation of tile newly elected officers
by the Elks at their building on
!North Filth street, btu the probabii-
lies are these ceremonies will be
i deferred as the new exalted ruler,
Colonel John T. Donovan, will be out
of the city until tomorrow, and lw
is the one to name the 'appointive
i officers who serve with the electiveones. Another reason for the prob-
able postponement is that many of
the Elks belong to the Knights of
Columbus, and this batter body gives
a big entertainment tonight at The
Kentuoty, with lion. Le Vega GM-
tent. of Owensboro. Intl the chief
speaker.
Lades' Day.
Today is the firbt Thursday corning
since the Elks lost week set apart the
akernooti of that day as the time
the lodge building on North Fifth
street ix to be thrown open for use
of the ladies of the city. Each
Thursday afternoon the women have
welcome access to all the depart-
•mems of the wed arranged structure
Eastern Star.
The Eastern Star members met
last evening at the Fraternity budd-
ing lodge room, and after inting
several aandfidates indulged in one
of the handsome suppers the lades
always serve.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
reminded that dale rents aspired
March 31st, and those who desire to
renew this quarter sheald do so be-
fore it is forgotten. All premises not
paid for on or Ware the loth of
April will be discesstinnsd and the
coat of shutting of ited tarring on
water will be one dollar.
PADUCAH WATER CO.
There are numerous toll gates














SUNSHINE again! With it comes thoughts
of that new Spring Suit you have prom-
ised yourself. With that thought we trust
you will couple the name 01 thb store,
where your conception of all that is de-
sirable in a suit will be realized.
The continued patronage of well-dressed
men 'lows that our clothing can be de-
pended upon to satisfy.
Suits ot the new broken check and plaid
patterns in the handsome grays, blues and
the smart brown and olive mixtures.
Single and Double Breasted Cat
SYS% $10, $IM $15 $22.50
Everything now blossoms with spring
freshness and choosing at this writing will
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Mist' s Tarbell on Henry Wasterson.
oft le the April American Magazine
Miss Ida M Tarbelf continues her
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
Stnactural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
Forgings; New Work On r Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Itemises
Works Salesroom and 0 ffice First and Kentucky avenue.
JACKSON FOUNDRY dIkt MACHIML CO.
cst. This Easter Monday celebra-
tion has been emulated in other
places in America. In Atlanta, Ga.,
recently the park commissioners at
their own expense procured io,000
eggs, 'had them prettily decorated
and hid them out in one of the city
parks, concealing them just sufficient-
ly to give zest to a hunt, to which
all the children of the city were in.
v ited.
AUTOMOBILE CLUB.
The Body Reorganizes for the Corn-
/41 ing Summer Months.
The Paducah Automobile club has
reorganized for the simper. electing
the folloying officers.
P. D. Fitzpatrick, president; F. E.
Lack. vte-preedent; R.. 0. Gresham.
secretary; Dick Rudy, treasurer.
Following are the membels: J. W.
Keiler. James. Charlee anti Ben
Weak, W. F. Paxton, J. T. Gilbert,
Charice Fitzpatrick. G. Itridgeman,
W. L. Bowers, S. E. and E. W. Fore-
man, .H. A. Petter, C. E. Gridley,
James Grogan. William Vanden,
Henry Army., Herbert and Melvin
TO CREMATE COMPANION.
Three Chicago Boys Under Arrest on
A Serious Charge.
Chicago, April 3.—Three 1),, .. ages
ranging from 12 to 14 years. were ar-
rested today chaired with setting fire
to the clothing of Michael Lacoco, a
17-year-old boy, while the latter lay
asleep in a hallway. The boys gave
the names of Lester Ilali.. XV.1%er
Leonard and James White. Accord-
ing to the stery of oue of the boys,
they wanted to sec some fun.
They poured the contents of a bot-
tle of alcohol over the sleeper's cloth-
ing; and as the flames enveloped his
body 'Lacoco was awakened, and af-
ter a futile attempt to extinguish the
flames rushed into the street, where
he fell unconscious. He was taken
Ito a hospital.--The songs at the Tennessee Elec-tric theatre are worth the price of
NEWS OF 'MR R/VIRS
The steamer City of Mtniphis left
yesterday for the Tennessee river.
She comes back again next Monday
night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight late.
She remains her until 5 -o'clock Sat-
urday aftrnoon before departing on
her return trip.
This mooing at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler leaves for Cairo and Comes
sack tonight about go o'clock.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and departs at once
on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins weiil to Ev-
ansville yesterday and returns tomor-
row.
The Buttorff gets here today from
Clarksville and gets out at once for
Nashville.
The City of Savannah is due today
from the Tennessee river hound for
St. Lou:s.
The City, of Saltillo left St. Louis,
yesterday and gets here tomorrow en
route up the Tennessee river.
Th Peters Lee left Memphis yes-
terday and gets here tomorrow en
toute to Cincinnati.
The Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
yesterday arid touches this port next
Sunday bound for Memphis.
history of the tariff, which, by the
way, grows more interesting and
lively as it begins to include charac-
teristics of men of the present gen-
eration. One of those included in thc
Last article is Henry Watterson. ed-
itor of the Louisville Courier-Jour-
nal. Of Mr. Watterson and his part
in forcing the Democratic party to
come out boldly for the tariff ques-
tion in t876 Miss Tarbell says:
"Mr. Watterson was what may
properly be called a 'born journalist.'
His father before him had beeu.an
active newspaper man and he almost
constantly since he was sixteen,
%hen he had edited a juvenile sheet
whose political editorials had been
copied all over Tennessee, had been
connected in one way or another with
a newspaper. At eighteen he had
written for Harpers Weekly and the
Times in New York. At twenty he
was serving under Roger A. Pryor
in Washington. After the war broke
out he had not been able to resist
(he army, but even then he broke
ranks once to establish at Chatta-
nooga a semi-military daily which lie
called The Rebel, and which for a
year he made the delight of the Con
federate army.
"At the close of the war Mr. Was-
tenon started a paper in Naslaviife,!
but in t868 he was asked to take a
position on the Louisville Journal—
a paper made famous by George D.
Prentice. He did so, and from the
start his influence was magnetic. The
paper grew in popularity and influ-
ence until its editor, with good rea0.
on, wig called the dictator, not only
of his state but of his party. Poli-
tics was his element, and he fought
for whatever cause he championed
with a vigor, a wit, an eloquence that
were the terror of 'his opponents.
"His opinions on the tariff were
uncompromising. He had no pati-
ence with anything but 'tariff for rev-
enue only.' and 'he went to the con-
vention of 1876 resolved to have his
way on that point, and he had it by






Mrs. William Bruce of Blackford.
Ky., is visiting lace sister, Mrs.
Nathan Ward of tato Bernheirn
avenue.
Mrs. Dr. Herbert Hunt of May-
field and her guest Mrs. Dr. Neaten
of Union tity, Tenrt , were 'here yes-
terday.
General Agent John T. DOSOVSO of
the Illinois Central railroad has gone
Smith for • several days' abseePoe. se-
compasing Second Vice President
William J. Harahan, who was twee
Wednesday.
Contractor Bridge.. arrived yester-
day morning from I-sdiana
Mims Bruce Wearers of Cairo is
visiting Miss Marjorie Bag*.
Deputy Marshal Wade Brown and
wife went to Murray yesterday.
Dr. R. H. Starke of Benton wets
here yesterday, be being a member
of the board of pension examiner* for
Western Kentucky.
Mies Scary Morton of Auburn, Ky...
is here vting the Misses Morton
of Broadway, while en roete to
Campbell, Mb., to visit her sister,
Mks. Bert F. Wsjlace.
lam Bertha Foley of New York
is visitstig Miss Ethel Brooks al
Ante% Seventh,
FRACTUBIED LIMB.
Bad Parkins Hart on Baia( Throws
Prom Hwarr-0tbor
Yesterday nwwning Saloonkeeper
Bud Plertans of t73s Meyer meek,
and Mr George M. Saarrett of 36
Ashbrook avenue, were driving oat
Yelper avenue in Mechanicsbz
when the horse attached to
buggy got sowed and Starrett leaped
out. The animal swerved msdessly
and toppling elver the rig, threw out
Parkins, whose right kg sneered •
compoend freetwe tklow the lam.
Dr. Carl Sean set the broken base.
Mr. David Miller of near mak-
.iur is in a serious condition 'with a
fractured drat injured Saturday whea
be in* *Imp feinen his buggy while
his horse was running away sew
Lone Oak. four miles from this city
beyond Wallace park
David. the Intik soar of Mn. Lai*
Wade Lewis amp operated on yeater-




A Perfect finished cloth fabric
'elopes to match in stylish cat.
THIS PAPER WILL SUIT THE MOST EXACTING.
For one week only we offer I pound paper (g6 sheets) and
so envelopes for 5oc. This price is for introduction only.
paper in meet= weight En-
D. E. Wilson'Es B°°kmusic Man
At Harbour's Department. Store
setWeneeeMentIMMeneana,




West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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